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INTRODUCTION
THE TRADE-WIND REGION AND ITs ROLE IN
GLOBAL METEOROLOGY
The trade-wind zone extends from about 10 to
25 degrees latitude on either side of the thermal
equator. Steady easterlies, with an equatorward
component, dominate the surface of the globe in
both hemispheres, from the subtropical ridge line
all the way to the equatorial trough.
In the vertical, trade-wind air is characterized
by its layered structure, ilustrated schematically
in Figure i. A lower moist convective layer
commonly extends to a height of about 2 kilo-
meters, topped by a much drier layer aloft. The
transition zone, a few hundred meters in thickness,
is called the "trade-wind inversion". A region of
rapid drying and usually of stabilization in
temperature lapse rate, its mean level is deter-
mined by the balance of the opposing effects of
subsidence and convection. It gradually weakens
and rises in height downstream as convection
spreads moisture upward against the diminishing
brake of subsidence, which decreases as the air
leaves the influence of the subtropical high-
pressure celL.
The trade-wind moist layer forms an early link
in the chain of the atmospheric energy supply.
This begins with the tropical oceans. Largely in
latent form of water vapor, the energy first enters
the lowest air at the roughened sea boundary in a
manner which ultimately must be controlled by
molecular processes. It is then spread vertically
and shipped equatorward, with increasingly large
scales of motion playing a role in its transport.
First the vapor is stirred upward through a
well-mixed surface layer by thermal-turbulent
eddies 50-150 meters in diameter. At about 650
meters or 2,000 feet, the water vapor condensation
level is reached and some of the wetter eddies
condense to form clusters of small cloudlets.
Small clouds aggregate into larger trade cumuli
(typical photograph in Figure 2) which, fighting
against entrainment or dilution by mixing, dis-
tribute water vapor through a several kilometer
deep moist layer, but only a few are able to shoot
towers into the dry air above the inversion.
As the trade-wind air flows westward and
equatorward, myriads of these cumuli, growing in
bunches day and night, build up the moist layer
and load the lower air with latent heat. By over-
shooting towers, they gradually raise and weaken
the inversion, which becomes less and less fre-
quently observed in the downstream portions of
the trades. There the previously steady current,
stable to perturbations in its inversion-dominated
poleward half, becomes unstable and breaks down
into wave-like and vortical disturbances which in
the equatorial trough zone are the rule and not the
exception. In these, the cumuli grow to enormous
cumulonimbus, funnelling surface air up to the
tropopause. The consequent release of the ac-
cumulated latent heat balances local radiation
loss and, on the average, leaves enough over to be
exported aloft to middle latitudes, overcoming the
deficits and maintaining the circulations there.
The amount of latent heat available for release in
the equatorial trough and thus for supply aloft to
the westerlies across the subtropical ridge depends
initially upon the accumulation by the lower
trade, which in turn depends upon the effcacy of
small-scale turbulent and convective process at
the air-sea boundary.
The average structure of the inversion-
dominated portion of the trade has received
serious study in the past ten years (17). Treated
as a quasi-steady circulation, the major features
of its dynamics and energy budget have been out-
lined (10, 18). It has been shown to be a self-
maintaining, energy exporting circulation branch,
a bout 75-80% of the export being in the form of
the latent heat mentioned above and the re-
mainder in sensible heat form. The latter, largely
derived from internal conversion of latent to
sensible heat by convective precipitation, is small
but vital; it produces the downstream pressure
drop maintaining the flow against friction and
providing the slight excess for downstream
divergence.
A crude theoretical study of fluctuations in the
outer trade was made in (10) in the latter context.
The proportionality in a two-dimensional current
(as this portion of the system seems to be) be-
tween subsidence and downstream divergence
suggested a stable "feedback" between the
convective scale of motion and the overall flow.
Since subsidence is a major brake on convection,
if convective warming became greater than
normal, enhanced subsidence would begin to
suppress it, and if convection died out, reduced
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FIGURE i. Schematic vertical cross section along the path of the trade winds. Typical wind speeds at the
various levels are indicated by arrows at the right. The moist layer deepens by about 1,000 feet in 500 miles
horizontal distance; clouds are thus drawn much larger than to actual scale.
FIGURE 2. Typical aerial photograph of a trade cumulus group over the ocean near Puerto Rico, showing small
cloudlets, larger towers with pronounced backslant (wind blows from left) and thin stratus sheet formed by
cumulus spreading just below inversion base.
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warming and consequently reduced subsidence
would permit it to be restored. That the marked
steadiness of the flow is confined to the convective
layer supports this suggestion and turns our
attention to variations in moist layer convection
and its interaction with the larger-scale structure
of the trade.
Alterations in its latent heat export are of
particular significance since this constitutes the
energy supply for largecscale circulations ranging
from tropical storms to zonal westerlies. It is
conceivable that fluctuations in these latter may
be partially forced or triggered by variations in
the energy source. And although the trades vary
relatively little compared to other wind systems,
the possibility that their small variations lead to
large differences in local or even integrated
moisture export is a real one, since their average
speed of 6-7 m/sec is close to the critical wind
speed for ocean whitecap formation. Riehl (16)
cites evidence that the evaporation rate from the
sea surface may increase sharply when whitecaps
and spray appear, and has therefore suggested a
correlation between tropical index cycle and that
of the westerlies.
We propose here to tackle the tropical phase of
the problem by inquiring from observations how
the convective structure of the moist layer varies
between conditions of weak and strong trade.
After having described these variations, we further
ask what might be the mechanisms producing
them, and how they might affect the role of the
trades in global circulations. Fortunately, suit-
able data are now available from one location and
season in the western Atlantic in such widely
different phases of the index cycle that a maximum
contrast should be possible.
THE DATA AND METHOD OF OBSERVATION
Two sets of aircraft temperature and moisture
soundings were obtained over the oceans near
Puerto Rico (lat. 19°N; long. 66°W) in the spring
season of differen t years. The first series was
made during April 1946 by the Wyman-Woodcock
expedition and later analyzed by Bunker, Haur-
witz, Malkus, and Stommel (4). During this
period the trades were strong from the northeast
and trade cumulus convection was vigorous.
Disturbances were few and relatively weak.
Seven years later, in March-April 1953, the
Woods Hole group again visited the region, in
collaboration with the Department of Meteor-
ology of the Imperial College, London, and the
British National Institute of Oceanography. This
time the trades were subnormal and were veered
around to south of east for most of the period.
Ordinary trade cumulus convection was feeble,
although several intense disturbances accompanied
by large cumulonimbus build-ups passed through.
The instrumentation and method of obtaining
the soundings were nearly identical in the two
series. A revised version of the MoLT. psychro-
graph was mounted on a PBY aircraft. Dry and
wet-bulb temperatures were recorded as the plane
spiralled upward at about 200 ft/min, a slow
enough rate of climb for lag free readings to be
obtained. The spirals were about two miles in
diameter and in the 1953 series they were fre-
quently made around smoke flares which had been
dropped to determine the surface wind direction.
Vertical wind structure was obtained from the
British group which made double theodolite pilot
balloon observations from Anegada Island (18°
5o'N; 64°2o'W) 120 miles east-northeast of San
Juan (where the aircraft was based) and generally
within twenty miles of the observing area. The
1946 spirals were in the vicinity of a small research
vessel which supplied surface wind information.
For the 1953 series a wide-angle, timeclapse
motion picture camera was used from the nose of
the aircraft during all soundings. This made it
possible to determine the location of the spirals
relative to cloud groups and to assess the state of
the sea surface. For the 1946 data this was done
from the notes of the aircraft and ship observers.
The accuracy of the observations and the
method of reduction has been described in detail
in (4), in which the 1946 sounding data are
tabulated. The 1953 soundings appear in Ap-
pendix I of this paper, where temperature, mixing
ratio, virtual and potential temperature are given
as functions of true altitude and pressure.
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THE SYNOPTIC SITUATION IN THE WESTERN
ATLANTIC DURING THE 1946 AND 1953 OBSERVING
PERIODS
The period of April 10-28, 1946, was one of
relatively strong undisturbed trade. The average
(shipboard) wind speed for all observing days was
9. I ml sec and the sea was generally rough wi th
whitecaps present. The trajectories of the air
reaching the observing region were from north of
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FIGURE 3. Time cross sections for the two observing periods April 10-28, 1946 (H), Figure 3A, and March 18-
April 7, 1953 (L), Figure 3B covering observation days only. Upper winds are radio winds. A short barb indi-
cates a speed of 5 miles per hour, a long barb 10 miles per hour. Surface winds are in Beaufort scale. The hatched
region is the moist layer, the top of which is represented by a dotted line. The base of the westerlies is indicated
by a dashed line. The greater strength of disturbances in the L period is suggested by more middle and upper
cloudiness.
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east. The subtropical high-pressure cell was well
developed, elongated from east to west, and
maintained a central pressure departing little from
1023 mb. Rather little low-level flow across it
occurred during the period. The time cross
section for all observing days and a typical surface
map are shown in Figures 3A and 4A.
The period of March 18-Apri17, 1953 was one
of weaker, more disturbed trade regime. The
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They show that travelling disturbances were
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during the 1953 observation period is suggested
by Figures 3 and 4 and further by Figure 50 The
latter is a plot of the central pressure of the sub-
tropical high cell, which averaged less than
1017 mb on all 1953 observing days and decreased
markedly from the beginning to the end of the
period. Not only did the zonal (easterly) wind
component fall off, but it is likely that the
meridional trade-wind cell in the western Atlantic
was concomitantly running down. The equator-
ward component of flow disappears and actually
reverses between March 30 and April 5, and the
trajectories of the air reaching San Juan are from
south of east.
It may thus be considered that the 1946
soundings show air structure typical of strong
circulation (for the location and season) and the
1953 soundings show the features of weak circula-
H
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FIGURE 4. Typical surface charts for the two observing periods. In each case the heavy solid line d¡;notes a
polar trough. Figure 4A is the chart for April 12, 1946, 1230 GCT, chosen as typical of the H period and Figure 4B
is the chart for March 29, 1953, 1830 GCT, chosen as typical of the L period. Note the weaker subtropical high-
pressure cell and relative north-south elongation of pressure systems on the latter.
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tion at the same place and season. They will
therefore be designated as series Hand L, respec-
tively, throughout the rest of this report. It is
interesting to note further that the mean wind
strength in the two series falls clearly on opposite
sides of the transition to rough sea and whitecaps,
which were always present in series H and nearly
always absent in series L.
OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The trade-wind moist layer is itself subdivided
in the vertical into two superposed layers of
different convective regime, because of the occur-
rence of water vapor condensation at about 600-
700 m above the tropical oceans. Below the
condensation level, in the so-called "subcloud"
layer, unsaturated convective turbulence pre-
dominates. Eddies 50-150 m across are charac-
teristic and recent studies (I I) suggest that larger
scales of motion with dimensions 10-50 km (size of
cloud groups) are also significant. No evidence
of cloud-scale motions below cloud base have been
found, except in precipitating downdrafts. Above
the condensation level, cumulus convection is the
major transport process; small-scale turbulence is
confined to the neighborhood of clouds, which
form in bunches separated by wider, weakly sub-
siding clear areas. .
The lower four-fifths of the subcloud layer is
well-stirred and has been christened the "mixed
layer". The lapse rate is close to dry adiabatic and
the moisture content of the air is nearly constant
with height, decreasing only 3-6% from 15m
above the sea to its top at about 550 m. The
thickness of the mixed layer commonly shows
variations of 20% in space and as much as 100%
in time, with extreme day-to-day variations of
about 300-700 m. Recent evidence suggests that
its space variations on a 10-50 km scale are
associated with the bunchy grouping of trade
cumuli. It appears that the clouds are grouped in
places where the mixed layer is thickened, reaching
close to the condensation level of the air within it.
.~.
¡~
"
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The trade-wind mixed layer thus plays the
crucial role of a "valve" in the earliest phases of the
atmosphere's energy supply. Its structure regu-
lates both the input from the sea below through
evaporation and the output aloft through cumulus
formation. The present study has therefore been
divided into three parts. Part I examines the
structure of air below cloud; Part II is concerned
with the features of the cloud layer and cumulus
convection; and Part III attempts to construct a
physical model of the operation of the moist layer
as a whole.
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FIGURE 5. Plot of the central pressure of the subtropical high cell during the 1953 (L) observing period as a
function of time as taken from the daily surface chart at 1830 GeT.
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PART I
ON THE STRUCTURE OF TRADE-WIND AIR BELOW CLOUD
THE QUESTIONS RAISED
This section concerns the structure of the
lowest air and how it varies between conditions of
strong and weak trade. Specifically we wish to
study the functions and properties of the mixed
layer (defined and located on temperature-moisture
soundings by its nearly constant mixing ratio and
close to adiabatic lapse rate). In the context of the
Introduction, some questions of particular in-
terest are:
1. What are the vertical fluxes of sensible and
latent heat? According to classical turbu-
lence theories, the former should be nearly
always downward in the trades, since
potential temperature almost invariably
increases with height above the lowest few
meters. Recently countergradient heat
flows have been hypothesized and con-
firmed observationally elsewhere in the
atmosphere (3). Although the sensible heat
accumulation by the lower trade is only
about 25% that of the latent, it has been
shown (18) essential in the maintenance of
the flow. Thus the direction and magnitude
of its vertical flux remains an important
unresolvèd question. The water vapor flux,
on the other hand, is clearly always up-
ward but, as suggested in the introduction
,
may vary widely. We wish to inquire how
this variation affects and is affected by the
structure of the lower trade.
2. Why were trade cumuli both sparse and
poorly developed in series L (1953) com-
pared to series H (I946)? Is the difference
in cumulus convection attributable to
suppression of convective transports in the
subcloud layer or must we look for brakes
such as abnormal stability or dryness in the
cloud layer itself?
3. What is the mechanism of maintenance of
convective-turbulence in the mixed layer
itself and the relative roles of buoyancy
and wind stirring therein? The vertical
transports in the lower trades are un-
doubtedly a combination of turbulent
shear flow and thermal turbulence in a
fluid heated from below. The relative
importance of these and the effect of their
interaction has not been assessed.
COMPARISON OF THE DATA
The series L soundings have been analyzed
and compared with those of series H (already
analyzed and discussed in (4) ) with these ques-
tions in mind. Although it is not yet possible to
give definite answers to the first and third, nor to
make an experiment isolating a single factor alone
(such as wind strength or sea surface roughness),
the differences in subcloud air structure in the two
periods suggests that important fluctuations in
energy input and transfer accompany changes in
flow regime in this critical source region. The
nature and magnitude of these differences give
some clues as to their origin and possible effects
upon other parts of the atmosphere.
A summary of the major features of the mixed
layer for series L is presented in Table 1. A com-
parison of the Hand L series appears in Table 2,
subdivided into clear and cloudy area soundings.
The right-hand five columns of Table I were
obtained by calculations from the soundings as
follows: Plots of temperature, virtual temperature,
and mixing ratio against height were made and
the lapse rate of each determined graphically and
then checked by the method of least squares. The
height, h, of the mixed layer was determined as in
(4) for series H, by picking the height at which the
mixing ratio lapse rate increased suddenly. This
level was usually well defined and was accom-
panied in most cases by a stabilization in tempera-
ture lapse rate. The lifting condensation level,
LCL, was found from a tephigram, using the
mean properties of the mixed layer.
In series H, the temperature lapse rate in the
mixed layer was always slightly subadiabatic. In
series L, on the other hand, one case of super-
adiabatic mixed layer was found, namely, that of
the sounding of April 2. This was a day of particu-
larly light wind and the nose camera film showed
the calmest sea of the period. On the remaining
L days the lapse rate was slightly stable, varying
around an average value of 0.9 dry adiabatic, as in
series H. The lapse rate of virtual temperature
averaged 4% greater than the temperature lapse
rate, but in no case went over to superadiabatic
when the temperature lapse rate was sub adiabatic.
A rough calculation sheds light on the role of
buoyancy. In the case of the average lapse rate
of virtual temperature, T*, it may be shown that
buoyant bubbles leaving the sea surface with
12
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TABLE i. SUMMARY OF FEATURES OF MIXED LAYER FOR 1953 (SERIES L) SOUNDINGS.
Location I
Lapse Lapse Lapse
Date Time Local Wind Anegada Sea h rate of rate of rate of LCL
Direction Wind temp. T virt. mixing
temp. T* ratio w
-
LST o from N o mlsee m °C/IOOm °C/IOOm XlO'cm-1 m
-
March 18 1450 Cloudy area. 23 18 4 Calm. 686 .94 .98 29 500No whitecaps.
-
March 21 1400 Cloudy area. 83 93 5 Small waves. 45° .93 M M 500
No whitecaps.
-
March 25 i II5 Cloudy area. 90 89 10 Large waves. 550 .82 .90 28 655
Rough white-
caps every-
where. -
-
March 30 1I12 Clear area near Estimated 1I0 5 Medium waves. 382 .95 .97 28 450
edge of cloudy 1I0 Some white-
area. High cirrus caps.
pres.
-
April i 1045 Clear area near 130 146 4 Small waves. 382 .95 .98 7.4 580
cloudy. Some cirrus. No whitecaps.
Cunimb buildups
70 mi. north
--- -
April 2 1445 Clear area north I I 8 (smoke) 120 4 Sea calm. 570 1.04 1.05 II 760
i of small cloudy No whitecaps.
I
area. Some cirrus.
-
April 4 II 50 Clear area. No 140 (smoke) 14° 6 Small waves. 700 .90 .93 13 850
clouds except No whitecaps.
over islands.
-
Aprils 13°0 Clear area. No 130 (smoke) 14° 7.5 Medium-small 446 .67 .76 32 855
cu except over waves.
islands. Middle No whitecaps.
clouds 8/10.
-
April 7 °950 Cloudy area. 88 (smoke) 96 5.5 Small waves. 666 .91 .98 15 760
No whitecaps.
5-1
-
Average 101 105 537 .90 .94 20.4 653
TABLE 2. COMPARISON BETWEEN 1946 (H) AND 1953 (L) MIXED LAYERS
1'1
"
~.
L
,
C
Relative Relative Mixing Mixing Lapse Rate Lapse Rate
h LCL-h Humidity Humidity Ratio Ratio of Mixing of Wind Turn
(bottom) (top) (bottom) (top) Ratio Tern peratu re
m m 0/0 0/0 gmlkgm gm/kgm Xio'cm.i ° Clioom 0 mlsec °C
April 10-28,
1946 (H) 
clear 549 186 71 89 15.0 14.6 - 6.4 .90 87 8.9 25.7
cloudy 620 87 71 91 15. I 148 - 4.9 .85 96 9.5 I 25.8
average 575 150 71 9° 15.°5 14.7 - 5.8 .88 90 9.1 25.7
March 18-
April 7, 
1953(L)
clear 496 204 76 85 15.3 14.4 -18.3 .90 131 5.3 25.6
cloudy 588 14 8 i 94 is6 14.2 -24 .90 74 6.1 2+5
average 537 120 78 89 15.44 14.3 -20.4 .90 106 5.7 25.1
I I I I I I I
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virtual temperature excesses of 0.6-0.80 C could
rise through about half the depth of the mixed
layer before losing their buoyancy at normal rates
of mixing. When the lapse rate is 5% super-
adiabatic, as in the case of April 2, they could rise
through its entire depth before losing all buoyancy.
Prior to further comparison of the two series
using Table 2, it should be pointed out that of the
twenty-five H soundings sixteen were made in
clear areas and nine in cloudy, and one or more
both clear and cloudy area soundings were made
on a single observing day. Furthermore wind and
synoptic conditions varied little through the H
period so that Table 2 essentially presents for
series H a comparison between clear and cloudy
area soundings at a single time. The temperature
difference in the last column therefore probably
means that at I I m elevation the air was slightly
warmer in cloudy zones than in clear zones. In
series L, soundings were made in cloudy areas
whenever any were easily accessible to the air-
craft. The five soundings entitled "clear area"
were made on days when oceanic cloud groups
were small and far between or absent altogether*.
Except for the very last day, namely April 7, 1953,
the good trade cumulus days were confined to the
beginning of the period, and in all cases confined to
days when the flow happened to be from east or
north of east. The days of poor convection
(except for the somewhat anomalous case of
April I) were those in which the flow was from a
direction well to south of east. This is reflected in
the last two columns of Table 2, which shows a
wind averaging 570 more southerly and an I I m
air temperature 1.10 C warmer on poor days for
convection.
The most significant difference between the
Hand L subcloud air lies in the vertical moisture
distribution. In series H the mixing ratio hovered
about a constant value with height, dropping only
about 0.4 gm/kgm from the bottom of the mixed
layer to its top. In series L, the air is wetter at the
surface, drier at the top, and the mixing ratio
lapse rate exceeds that of H by an average factor
of 3.5! The character of the vertic.al moisture
structure was quite different in the two series and
was even recognizable on the plots of mixing ratio
against height. A typical example from each series
is reproduced in Figure 6. I t appears that in the
L series the water vapor just was not getting
pumped up through the subcloud layer and it
therefore accumulated in the lowest levels. This
may, in turn, have inhibited further evaporation.
From the effect of higher relative humidity alone,
the evaporation rate in series L would have been
only 80% that of series H and if Riehl's (16)
suggestion is correct, it may actually have been
less than 50%. A possible oceanographic con-
sequence of a "stopping down" of evaporation is
discussed in the conclusion.
That turbulence in the subcloud layer was
below normal in series L has been suggested by
Bunker (2) from his low values of shearing stress,
turbulent velocities, and eddy viscosities. What
proportion of this subnormality of turbulence is
attributable to reduced wind stirring and what
proportion to diminished heating from below as a
result of the changed air trajectories cannot be
assessed from these data. The importance of wind
stirring in regulating the features of low-level
tradecwind air is suggested, however, by two
further calculations. The first is presented in the
third column from the left in Table 2. This gives
the difference in height between the lifting con-
densation level, LCL, and the top of the mixed
layer, h, broken down again into clear and cloudy
area categories. In the series H cloudy areas, the
top of the mixed layer averaged 87 m below the
height of the LCL. In series L, this difference was
only 14 m. The buoyancy available to bubbles
was nearly the same in both cases and, if anything,
greater in L. It seems likely, therefore, that the
greater stirring by the wind was responsible in H
for subcloud eddies being carried 87 m above the
top of the mixed layer to reach saturation. In L
the cloudy region LCL and the top of the mixed
layer are, with observational error, equal so that
no overshooting is indicated.
Finally, Table I shows that during the L
period large variations in wind speed and tempera-
ture lapse rate occurred and an inverse relation
between these variables is indicated. This
correlation coeffcient is, in fact,-0.68, even when
corrected for the small number of observations.
Despite the dubious representativeness of winds
from even such a small island as Anegada (2 by 10
miles), this result suggests that the transports of
heat and moisture are greatly dependent on wind
* On April i, 1953, enormous cumulonimbus build-ups were
visible about seventy miles north of the observing area. The
ordinary trade cumulus groups were, however, widely spaced
and not well developed.
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FIGURE 6. Typical plot of mixing ratio against height for series H (left curve, from sounding at 1524 hours LST,
April 10, 1946) and series L (right curve, from sounding of April 2, 1953). Both soundings were made in the
clear and show nearly equal depth of the mixed layer (solid horizontal line marks its top). The average moisture
lapse rate in the L case is 2.5 times that of the H case and its fluctuations about the average are smaller. The
latter remains true even when data points from both (continuous) soundings are read off at identical
height intervals.
stirring and may become considerably deranged
after prolonged periods of subnormal winds. The
reality of this inverse correlation between sub-
c loud stability and wind speed is further argued
by examination of the average structure of the
low-level Pacific trade (18). As the current flows
southwestward and accelerates, the mean sub-
cloud lapse rate goes over from slightly superadia-
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batic at latitude 32°N to subadiabatic by latitude
2iON despite constant or even increased heating
from below. The average wind speed increases by
about 0.8 m/sec and the positive wind shear
doubles during that travel. Further tests of this
relation will be possible in the Atlantic trade fol-
lowing the establishment of a surface vessel
making wind and temperature soundings on a
routine basis.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The suggestion that important fluctuations in
the atmospheric energy supply accompany changes
in trade regime has received observational support
at the first step, namely, that from the ocean
surface to the lowest air and upward through the
first few hundred meters.
Returning to the questions raised at the
beginning of this section: Concerning the sensible
heat fluxes we have as. yet said nothing, although
some indirect deductions will be made in Parts II
and III. Moisture input from the sea and its
upward transport through the subcloud layer
proved deficient in series L relative to series H,
reduced evaporation resulting from higher low-
level humidity in L, perhaps augmented greatly
by lack of whitecaps. Reduced upward transport
resulted from weak and southerly flow, the former
giving less sea surface roughness and weaker
internal forced stirring and the latter perhaps
being responsible for weakened convective-turbu-
lence at very low levels due to (presumed)
reduction of the air-sea temperature difference.
One reason why the period March 30-April 7,
1953 was poor for cumulus convection in the
observing area has been found, namely, on "poor
cloud days" the mixed layer top fell short of the
condensation level by more than 200 m. Oceanic
warm spots of at least 0.40 C would be required to
thicken the layer by that amount (ii) and so far
such large amplitudes have rarely been observed
in the open sea. Thus the initial formation of
small oceanic cumulus clouds appears to be
controlled largely by processes in the subcloud
layer. To understand their further growth, and to
inquire why the few trade cumuli that did form
during the L period were poorly developed, we
must study the structure of the cloud layer
itself. This is the subject of Part II.
PART II
ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE TRADE-WIND CLOUD LAYER
THE QUESTIONS RAISED
In this section we wish not only to ask why
trade cumuli were better developed in series H
than in series L, but to broaden the base of the
inquiry to consider the role of cumulus convection
in the maintenance and structure of the moist
layer as a whole. We begin with an examination
of the cloud layer during series H.
THE CLOUD LAYER DURING A PERIOD OF STRONG
TRADE REGIME
In series H, conditions varied little during the
observing period. Soundings in both clear and
cloudy areas were usually made near together on
the same day. Therefore mean clear and cloudy
area soundings constructed from the entire series
are meaningful, useful in defining terms and in
illustrating the structure of the moist layer under
conditions of strong trade. These mean soundings,
constructed by forming averages for each layer
rather than at fixed heights, are presented in
Figure 7. The typical cloudy area sounding (7A)
shows a well-mixed layer averaging 625 m in
depth, with a temperature and virtual tempera-
ture lapse rate 85% and 87% dry adiabatic,
respectively. The mixing ratio decreases about
0.3 gm/kgm from 15m to the top, which is the
same as the magnitude of its average fluctuations.
Cumulus base averages 80 m above the top of the
mixed layer, defined as in Part I by a sudden
increase in mixing ratio lapse rate and a slight
stabilization of temperature lapse rate, which is
much more pronounced in clear areas than in
cloudy.
The cloud layer is defined for both clear and
cloudy areas as the region extending from the
condensation level up to the base of the trade-
wind inversion, regardless of whether the cloud
tops are found below or above. In the cloud layer,
the lapse rate of temperature, virtual temperature,
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FIGURE 7. Average soundings for H period, compiled by taking the average temperature, T, virtual temperature,
T*, and mixing ratio, w, at the base of each layer (see text), the average lapse rate within the layer of each property
and the average vertical thickness of the layer. Height in meters is the ordinate. Figure 7A is the average
cloudy area sounding (compiled from nine individual soundings) and Figure 7B is the average clear area sounding
(compiled from sixteen individual soundings). Generally one or more soundings of each type was made on a
given observing day.
and mIXIng ratio are just in excess of moist
adiabatic. A significant feature of the cloudy
region cloud layer is that the moisture lapse rate
in the upper two-thirds averages only 28% that of
the lower third, which may thus be regarded as an
extended (about 400m vertical extent) transition
zone between unsaturated and saturated convec-
tive regimes. The trade inversion is defined by an
abrupt increase in moisture lapse rate by a factor
of about five and a concomitant stabilization in
temperature lapse rate.
In clear areas (Figure 7B) the mixed layer is
75 m shallower than in cloudy areas and has a 15%
steeper moisture lapse rate and 6--% steeper
temperature and virtual temperature lapse rates.
The main distinction between clear and cloudy
soundings lies, however, in the presence of a
pronounced shallow transition layer between the
mixed and cloud layers. This zone was studied by
Bunker et aL. in (4) who called it the "stable
layer". Re-examination of the data in the light of
present knowledge has suggested some revisions
in nomenclature and interpretation. The "tran-
sition layer" will be defined as a narrow stratum
just below or above the height of cumulus base in
which the moisture lapse rate is not less than
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twice the average in the cloud layer and an order
of magnitude greater than that in the'mixed layer
below, while the temperature. lapse rate is con-
comitantly more stable than the average for
either mixed or cloud layer. Due to rapid drying,
the virtual temperature lapse rate is generally
rather steep in the transition zone, of the order of
its magnitude in the cloud layer. The latter led to
the preference for the term "transition" rather
than "stable" layer. Using these criteria, we
found that a transition layer was always (100%)
present in clear zones and generally (55%) absent
in cloudy ones. In clear zones, it averaged 200 m
in depth, had a moisture lapse rate 22.5 times that
in the mixed layer, and temperature and virtual
temperature lapse rates 47% and 70% dry
adiabatic, respectively. In the cloud layer, the
temperature and virtual temperature lapse rates
differed by only about 3% between clear and
cloudy zones, but the moisture lapse rate was half
as great in clear areas as in cloudy, partly because
in the clear the most rapid drying was confined to
the narrow stratum defined as a separate tran-
sition zone. Interpretation of these distributions
in terms of mechanism will be attempted in
Part III. Here we will present the data and some
calculations therefrom for the transition and
cloud layers of the series H (1946) soundings.
For each sounding, the temperatures, virtual
temperatures, and mixing ratios were plotted
against height and the vertical extent of the
transition and cloud layers was determined
according to the above definitions. The average
lapse rate of temperature, T, virtual temperature,
T*, mixing ratio, w, and average relative humidity,
rh, were carefully evaluated for each layer as a
whole. The results for all the soundings are pre-
sented in Table 3 (po 46) and are summarized in
Table 3A.
The criteria stated previously for the transi-
tion layer were met in only four out of nine
cloudy area soundings. In four of the remaining
five a layer of either somewhat more stable
temperature lapse rate or somewhat steeper
moisture lapse rate intervened between the top of
the mixed layer and the main body of the cloud
layer. These cases are included in the averages
in Tables 3 and 3A. The problem may be sum-
marized for the present by saying that the
transition is much more sharply confined to a
limited height in clear spaces and gradually
spread out over the lower 400 m or so of the cloud
layer in cloudy spaces. The reasons for this will be
examined in Part III.
The faster upward decrease of moisture in
cloudy areas than in the clear appeared intriguing.
It was necessary to determine whether this
resulted primarily from the spreading out of the
transition zone through the lower cloud layer in
cloudy areas. The cloud layer was therefore
divided into thirds for each sounding and the
moisture lapse rate, - awl az, calculated separ-
ately for each height interval. The results are
summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4. MOISTURE STRUCTURE OF CLùUD
LAYER BROKEN DOWN INTO HEIGHT INTERVALS
Series H
-awlaz . 108 cm-I
Lower Third Middle Third Upper Third
AVo Cloudy.... 8.8 4.8 0.3
Avo Clear. . . .. 2.9 0.5 -0.8Overall Avo.... 5.6 2.5 -0.2
(saturated adiabatic -awlaz . 108 cm-i '" 2.4)
;
"
"
o.
L
,
r
TABLE 3A. SUMMARY OF TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE STRUCTURE OF
TRANSITION AND CLOUDY LAYERS
Series H
TRANSITION LAYER CLOUD LAYER
Depth -aTjaz -aT*/ az - aw j az
~
- aT j az
- Height
~8 Depth -aT*/az -awjaz rh Trade
m °C °Cjioom °Cjioom . 108 % m °CjlOom °CjlOom . 108 % Inversion
cm-i cm-i m
Av. clear 197 1.6 0.47 0.70 14.4 81 .63 .69 2.4 76
Avo cloudy 138* 0.4 0.79 0.995 9.0 ~
.61
.71 5.2 79
Overall Avo 177 1.2 0.57 0.80 12.6 84
II
1328 .62
.70 3.5 77 2080
I
*Effectively or totally missing in 5 cases out of 9. Average given for 8 cases out of 9. See text.
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The marked difference at all levels between
clear and cloudy areas is believed to be a signifi-
cant key to the processes at work in the trade-
wind moist layer and will be dwelt on in detail
later. Further comparisons between clear and
cloudy areas may now be used to resolve a
previously disturbing paradox.
All evidence points to mean convergence and
ascent in cloudy regions. Despite this, many
observers have brought back persuasive evidence
that, level for level, cloudy areas are colder than
nearby clear areas. Some have brought back
measurements made inside tropical cumuli show-
ing that the clouds they observed were colder and
denser than the surrounding air. The conclusion
has been sometimes ventured, therefore, that
tropical cumulus and cumulus groups must be
thermally indirect circulations, running against
negative buoyancy, and drawing energy from the
kinetic energy of the overall flow by some form of
convergence therein. That deduction probably
contributed to the philosophy of the general
circulation which requires that the trades be
maintained by energy conversions outside the
tropics. Energy would be exported from the
trades exclusively in latent or potential form and
converted elsewhere. External circulations were
hypothesized to maintain the kinetic energy of
the trades, which in turn maintains the upward
latent energy transport. The grounds for this
view collapsed when it was shown in (18) that the
pressure gradients maintaining the trades are
created by energy conversions within them, but
tlie paradox concerning the cloud groups appar-
ently heightened, since it was shown that the
cumulus populations were responsible for the net
non-adiabatic heating which maintained these
pressure gradients! Fortunately enough data have
now been gathered to resolve this diffculty.
I t is first necessary to establish whether or not
cloudy areas indeed average, level for level, both
cooler and denser than the surrounding clear
spaces. The 1946 data provide this opportunity.
'There were eight observing days in relatively
undisturbed, well-developed trade on which
soundings were taken nearly simultaneously in
contiguous clear and cloudy areas. Average
cloud layer temperatures, virtual temperatures,
and mixing ratios were calculated for the same
lieight interval of each sounding on a given day
and the values for clear and cloudy areas com-
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pared, first considering cloudy area soundings
made outside actual clouds. On seven of the eight
days the cloudy areas were colder than the clear
by an average of o.34°C. Since cloudy area sound-
ings a veraged i gm/kgm wetter than clear,
virtual temperatures were next compared. The
air near the clouds was denser than that in clear
areas on six out of eight cases and averaged a
virtual temperature of o.27°C less than the clear.
Considering the in-cloud soundings themselves,
clouds averaged O.4°C colder than clear areas,
2 gm/kgm wetter and had an a verage virtual
temperature within computational error of the
clear area mean for the same day, individual
cloud soundings ranging from about 1°C virtually
colder to 2°C virtually warmer. Clearly, cloud
virtual temperatures could be and often were
warmer than the immediate surroundings but
colder than the clear areas. Since the expedi tion
deliberately tried to select active clouds, it seems
proven beyond doubt that averaged space-wise,
cloudy areas are both colder and denser than
nearby clear areas in the undisturbed trade,
regardless of the exact proportion of cloud to clear
in cloudy areas. This conclusion is supported by
later trade cumulus data obtained by the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, using both time-
lapse photography and individual cloud traverses
in which simultaneous temperature, moisture, and
vertical motion profiles were made in selected
clouds.
Cloudy areas average about a 50% cloud
cover. Of the area covered by clouds, about one-
tenth is occupied by actively rising towers with a
I-2°C positive virtual temperature anomaly,
another one-tenth by actively descending down-
drafts with a virtual temperature deficiency of
about 1°C, and the remaining cloud matter is
weakly negatively buoyant (LlT* "'O.I°C) so that,
space-averaged, cloudy areas have a virtual
temperature deficiency of o.i-o.3°c. Since all
evidence points to mean ascent in the cloudy
regions, the existence of the paradox seems
confirmed. However, the individual cloud cross
sections point the way out of the confusion. On
examining simultaneous virtual temperature-draft
profiles, we find that on no occasion was an active
updraft negatively buoyant.
Some rising, negatively buoyant portions of
clouds were observed, but in each case the updraft
was decaying with height or time. A cloudy area is
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composed of a small fraction of actively buoyant,
rapidly rising updrafts, a comparable small fraction
of strongly sinking, negatively buoyant downdrafts,
and a great predominance area-wise of decaying
cloud matter and weakly subsiding, slightly nega-
tively buoyant air. Some few of these cloud cross
sections have been published (7, 8) and the
remainder are on file a t the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution. The following approximately
representative figures in Table 5 resolve the
paradox.
TABLE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF DRAFTS, VIRTUAL
TEMPERATURE, AND MIXING RATIO ANOMALIES
WITHIN A CLOUDY AREA
i i Virtual
Fraction Mixing Ratio Temperature
Category of Cloudy Draft Anomaly Anomaly
Area em/see (versus clear) (versus clear)gm/kgm °C
Active
updraft 1/20 +330 +2.3 +2.0
Active
downdraft 1/20 -ISO +2.1 -1.0
Inacti ve
cloud matter 4/10 - 5 +1. -0.1
Clear spaces
between
clouds 5/10 - 4 +1.3 --0.3
Space
+5cm/secl+I'5gm/kgml -0.14 DCaverage
The studies of individual cumuli quoted here
have been made almost entirely in the undis-
turbed trade, or at least not in the near vicinity
of pronounced or deep disturbances (from which
we are just beginning to obtain cloud penetra-
tions). With this reservation, it may be concluded
that trade-wind cumulus and cumulus groups are
thermally direct motion systems, running on
buoyancy obtained from release of latent heat.
The impression to the contrary probably arose
from the sampling problem (diffculty in aircraft
penetration of an active cloud) and from a faulty
averaging procedure, understandably arising from
a lack of draft measurements to correlate with
those of temperature and humidity.
The corollary paradox of how a net non-
adiabatic heating of trade-wind air is produced by
flow through cloudy zones themselves level for
level both potentially and virtually colder than
their surroundings is now resolvable, but its
discussion is reserved until Part III.
In Part I it was shown that air near the ocean
surface averaged about O.ioC warmer in cloudy
regions than in clear. At the same time the series
H observations showed slightly greater stability
in the cloudy region subcloud layer, suggesting
that the temperature excess was even a bit greater
at cloud base. A study of cloud base level proper-
ties confirmed this, showing an excess temperature
of O.2°C, excess moisture of I gmjkgm and excess
of virtual temperature of 0-4°C in cloudy zones
(away from actual clouds) compared to clear.
Evidence published in (ii) accounts for the excess
moisture in cloudy zone subcloud layer in terms of
gradual circulations of a 10-50 km scale, which
appear to be associated with warmer regions in
the ocean below. Accounting for the excess
temperatures at cloud base in cloudy zones will
not prove so straightforward and will be attempted
here. Vertical motions on the scale associated
with cloud groups were deduced of the order of
4 cmjsec upward in cloudy areas at cloud base
leveL. Thus if this ascent were adiabatic we
should expect cooler rather than warmer air at
cloud base. For cloudy zones of 10-20 km hori-
zontal dimension the cooling should amount to
roughly O.iOC. Since instead we observe relative
warming of about O.2°C, considerable non-
adiabatic heating is suggested. The phrasing is
made in this way because we know from the data
in (17) that the trade-wind subcloud layer is
accumulating rather than losing sensible heat as
it flows downstream (at a rate in the Pacific of
about 0.6°C per day). The present data therefore
suggest that near cloud base the warming is
occurring more rapidly in cloudy than in clear
areas, which in fact must be cooling at this level
to give a reasonable net heating downstream. A
warming of o.3°C in 4,000 sec (roughly the time
for the trade to traverse a cloudy area) is much
larger than the daily rate of non-adiabatic heating
required to overcome radiation loss, leaving a net
potential temperature increase of about 0.6°C
per day.
We may now inquire how a large warming at
cloud base in cloudy areas could be caused. If
real, it must be the result of a sensible heat flux
convergence. This may be accomplished by radia-
tion, or by motions on a turbulent eddy (50-150 m)
scale or a cloud group scale (about 10-50 km) or
"
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some combination. Due to lack of knowledge, we
shall unjustifiably ignore radiation (implicitly
assuming that the radiative fluxes vary little at
this level between cloud and clear) and inquire
into the other two processes. The alternatives
are an upward decrease of upward heat flux or a
downward decrease of downward heat flux. The
evidence greatly favors the latter. Recent
measurements (from a 1956 expedition to the area,
not yet completely analyzed) indicate that above
30 m or so eddy sensible heat fluxes are down-
ward, of about 10-15% the size of the upward
latent heat fluxes. While the flux due to the 10-
15 km scale motion is probably upward, the sign
of its divergence at cloud base is doubtfuL. Even
if negative, a stretchíng of plausible figures could
account at most for onechalf of the observed
warmin,g. On the other hand, fragmentary
observations suggest that the convergence äythat
level of downward eddy flux is of the correct sign
and magnitude.
The model suggested by these data is as
follows: Some of the condensation heat released in
the cloudy zone cloud layer is transported down
the potential temperature gradient (downward)
by eddy fluxes, which decrease rapidly through
cloud base level toward the surface. In the
intervening clear spaces the downward fluxes
through the subcloud layer are roughly the same,
while the downward flux through the cloud layer'
is much smaller (due to absence of turbulence
away from clouds) and so a flux divergence occurs
near cloud base, cooling the air at that leveL. The
net downstream warming indicates that the
cooling between cloudy areas is smaller than the
warming in cloudy areas and that most of the sub-
cloud layer is warmed indirectly by precipitation
heating. These statements should be regarded as
hypotheses only, to be tested further both observa-
tionally and theoretically, and are not intended to
be generalized to all portions of the trades. Sup-
plementary evidence is presented in Part III,
where it is shown that convective precipitation in
the cloud layer may warm the air suffciently to
overcome radiation losses and provide enough
sensible heat excess to be transported down
through cloud base level by turbulence.
'THE CLOUD LAYER DURING A PERIOD OF WEAK
'TRADE REGIME
During series L the striking visual difference
(a.s recorded by human observer and aircraft nose
1
camera) from the cloud layer of series H was the
sparseness of trade cumulus groups. There is also
some evidence that the L period cumuli were
weaker and more poorly devèloped. Comparison
. ofdoud photographs (example in Figures 8A and
8B) suggests that the 1953 cumuli were generally
less well organized aggregates of fragments and
bubbles, while those of 1946 were more often
organized into sturdy-looking vigorous chimneys.
Due to the sampling problem and to the lack of
actual draft measurements in 1946, however, this
deduction is somewhat subjective.
In 1953 only one sounding was made on each
observing day, and therefore clear and cloudy
areas cannot be compared as was done for 1946.
The L sOundings were made in cloudy areas on
those daýs when trade cumuli were well developed
enough for cloud groups to be' easily accessible to
the aircraft and in clear regions on those days when
trade cumuli were sparse or absent. Thus the
1953 data were used in Part I to compare the
mixed layer structure on favorable versus unfavor-
able days for cumulus. The sparseness of cumuli
in the L series proved explainable in terms of
processes occurring below cloud. On poor con-
vective days the absence of wind stirring and
diminished evaporation restricted the height of
the mixed layer well below the condensation level
and suppressed the turbulèiitupflux of moisture
through it. This wassÔpronounced on the two
poorest convection days (April 4 and 5,1953) that
no trade cumulus at all were observed over the
oceans. In the more than one hundred days that
the group has observed in the area, such total
absence of oceanic clouds was never duplicated.
The transition and cloud layers for the 1953
period have been analyzed in Table 6 and are
summarized in comparison with the 1946 figures
in Table 6A.
The striking feature of Table 6A is the similarity
of the average figures for the two periods, particu-
larly for the cloud layer. In series L, the transi-
tion layer was totally missing in all but one of the
cloudy soundings; in that one it was effectively
missing. In the clear soundings it was shallower
and had a much greater moisture and virtual
temperature lapse rate, which in three cases was
96% dry adiabatic or greater, while the tempera-
ture lapse rate itself averaged only slightly less
stable than in series H. Those properties calcu-
lated in the table for the cloud layer are almost
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FIGURE 8A. Typical trade cumulus cloud photograph of the H period, made on April 25, 1946, from 20,000 feet
altitude. The wind blows from left to right and decreases upward. Note the many vigorous looking chimney-
Ii ke clouds.
FIGURE 8B. Typical trade cumulus cloud photograph of the L period, made from 6,500 feet on March 21, 1953,
looking north so that the trade blows from right to left. The trade inversion is at 2 km (about 6,500 ft.) and
the caulifìowerlike top of the cloud is penetrating the drier air. The shelf to the right is formed by spreading of
the cloud matter, primarily downstream, just below inversion base. The "black stratus" in the background was
formed in a similar manner. Although this was one of the best days for trade cumulus during the entire L period,
the cloud has a holey, fragmented appearance typical of that observation series. The top continued growing even
after the lower portions had almost entirely dissipated.
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TRANSITION LAYER
TABLE 6A. COMPARISON OF SERIES LAND H TRANSITION AND CLOUD LAYERS
CLOUD LAYER
-awjaz - -awjaz - Height
Depth Ll8 -aTjaz -aT* jaz . 108 rh Depth -aT jaz -aT* jaz . 108 rh trade in-
m °C °CjlOom °Cjioom cm-1 % m °Cjioom °CjlOom cm-1 % version m
i 946 clear 197 1.6
.47 .7° 14.4 81 .63 .69 2.4 76
cloudy 138 0.4
.79 .995 9.0 88 .61 .71 5.2 79
overall
I
177 1.2 .80 12.6 84 1328 .62
.7°
I
3.5 77 2080
- -
1953 clear 125 0.6
.51 .88 24.5 80 .63 .69 3.1 77
cloudy Missing
.52 .60 4.6 81
overall 1343
.58 .65 3.6 79 1932
identical for the two periods. On the three worst
days for trade cumulus convection, namely
April 5, 4, and 2 (in that order), the cloud layer
was somewhat shallower, drier, and less stable
than the average for either year. These differ-
ences must be regarded as consequences rather
than causes of poor cumulus development, since
on two of those days no oceanic clouds whatsoever
were observed. If we break down the cloud layer
moisture structure by height intervals (Table 7)
and compare with series H, we find some differ-
ences. These are, as will be seen in Part III,
probably also consequences of poor convection.
TABLE 7. MOISTURE STRUCTURE OF CLOUD
LAYER BROKEN DOWN BY HEIGHT INTERVALS
Series L
-àwjaz . 108 cm-1
Lower Third Middle Third Upper Third
Av. Cloudy 4.7 5. I 5.9
Avo Clear..... 3.5 2.3 5.8
Overall Avo. . . 3.6 3.6 5.8
So far all the evidence confirms the conclusion
of Part I that the major reason for the sparseness
of trade cumuli in the L period is to be found in
the subcloud layer. The mechanisms suggested
there for its shallowness and ineffective transports
concerned a combination of weak and southerly
flow, the former removing wind stirring and
surface roughness; the latter reducing the air-sea
moisture and temperature difference (the last was
a supposition with no direct evidence to check it).
One further important untested mechanism
remains: namely, divergence in the large-scale
flow. Divergence has been indicated as a major
brake upon convection; it acts to bring down drier
air, to stabilize, and to widen the spaces between
updrafts. When produced offshore of a heated
island (horizon tal scale smaller than synoptic,
magnitude of divergence about ten times synoptic
scale) it creates wide cloudcfree rings (9) primarily
by lowering the top of the mixed layer below the
condensation leveL. Thus we must consider
whether synoptic-scale divergence may not have
contributed to a shallower mixed layer during the
"poor convection" period of the L series.
If we could ignore the relative vorticity com-
pared to that of the earth, the planetary diver-,
gence is estimated from the expression
d. ßIV2V= --vf
where div2v i~ the horizontal velocity divergence;
ß is the rate of change of the Coriolis parameter, f,
with latitude; and v is the meridional wind
velocity, positive from the south. These results
have been entered for each day in Table 6.
Examination of the synoptic charts for the period
suggests that these values are probably of the
correct sign, although a more accurate study
should be undertaken in a situation where the
curvature of air trajectories is calculable. On the
disturbed days of March 30 and April I, the actual
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convergence was probably about double that
given, due to a contribution from cyclonic curva-
ture in the flow. Surprisingly enough we find the
opposite of what might have been expected,
namely, an apparently inverse relation between
synoptic-scale convergence and the development
of trade cumuli. This puzzling result is clarified,
however, by further consideration. It must be
recalled that we have been studying the oceanic
trade-wind cumulus cloud and not land cumulus
nor large oceanic towering cumulus or cumulo-
nimbus. The oceanic trade cumulus may be
defined as a species of cumulus ranging from about
100 m-2 km across, 300 m-3 km in vertical thick-
ness, possessing updrafts from 0.5-5 mjsec and
exhibiting the typical appearance shown in
Figures 2 and 8. We saw that the formation of
these is largely controlled by the subcloud layer,
which in the cases studied was most favorable
when the flow was rather strongly from north of
east. This maximizes evaporation and upward
vapor transport by wind stirring, surface rough-
ness, maximum air-sea temperature and moisture
contrast. With those conditions favorable, the
trade cumuli seem to function quite well in the
face of the average divergence of about 1o-6cm-1
(descent roughly 0.1 cmjsec). If, however, the
divergence is stepped up by an order of magnitude,
as just seaward of a heated island or ahead of a
strong easterly wave, trade cumuli are suppressed
either through the shrinkage of the mixed layer or
a stablization of the lower cloud layer or both.
Oceanic '€UInulonimbus build-ups, however,
seem to be definitely associated with synoptic-
scale convergence produced by travelling dis-
turbances. On the most disturbed days of the
L period (March 30 and April i) cumulonimbi
wen~ common over the oceans but the ordinary
trade cumuli were very poor. April I is particu-
larly interesting. A large line of precipitating
cumulonimbi 100 miles east-northeast of Puerto
Rico were studied in detail in (12). These clouds
reached an elevation of nearly 50,000 feet, were 9
krn across, and the towers had measured ascent
rates of 12 mjsec. At the same time, ordinary
trade cumuli were sparse and poorly developed;
the aircraft had insurmountable diffculties in
obtaining cross sections through anyone before
it dissipated. If indeed oceanic trade cumulus and
cumulonimbus are to some extent mutually
exclusive (this is clearly not always so since a good
mixed layer and large-scale convergence may often
coincide, as frequently observed in the summer
season) a very important question is raised,
namely, what fraction of tropical oceanic precipi-
tation falls from trade cumulus and what propor-
tion only from cumulonimbus under disturbed
situations? This question has considerable impli-
cation for the maintenance and steadiness of the
trades and cannot be resolved from land observa-
tions, or even those from rather small islands.
Tropical island precipitation patterns are èon-
trolled by interaction of island effect and trade
flow. Their diurnal cloud production is extremely
sensitive to convergence in the large-scale flow.
Over islands such as Puerto Rico or Jamaica, in
the dry season anyway, even the mountain
cumuli rarely reach the cumulonimbus or precipi-
tation stage without the help at least of a weak
synoptic disturbance. This observation has been
summed up quantitatively over a number of years
by Riehl (15) who shows that 50% of the precipi-
tation of Puerto Rico comes from 10% of the days
on which rain felL. The present study suggests the
desirability of similar inquiries about the patterns
of tropical oceanic rainfalL.
We may now attempt to learn something of
the dynamics of the 1953 trade cumulus clouds.
It has frequently been stated that on a given day
the tops of oceanic clouds are randomly varied
downward from the tallest which reach or over-
shoot the level of zero buoyancy for undilute
cores. The reason for the spectrum of heights has
been sought. Fortunately the 1953 data were
supplemented by a complete series of wide-angle
motion pictures obtained from the nose of the
aircraft during each sounding, on which heights
were noted at frequent intervals. A study of these
films was made to relate the height of cloud tops
to the features of the sounding. For the region
and times studied, no continuous spectrum was
found on anyone day. Masses of small cloudlets
generally occupied the lower third of the layer,
with their tops at the first rapid drying, ranging
from 700-1,200 m. Tops of medium and larger
clouds were generally found associated with
regions of rapid drying higher up. On a few
occasions when the moisture lapse rate was small
and constant, tops of the sizable clouds were
rather uniformly near the inversion base. On
other occasions two or three levels of cloud tops
were found within the cloud layer. These were
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readily identifiable as regions of marked drying on
the sounding. Those clouds which terminated at
a given dry layer were almost invariably smaller
in cross section than. those attaining the next
higher leveL. A very small fraction of the biggest
clouds, probably about one-tenth of the active
population, penetrated a few hundred meters into
the inversion layer. In general, however, cloud
top distribution gave the impression of a series of
steps rather than a Gaussian curve. This means,
of course, that actively rising towers are rare, and
that the growth phase of each cloud is short com-
pared to the mature and dissipating period, as
already indicated in Table 5.
Another significant point arising from com-
parison of the sounding records with the films
concerns very moist strata of air that were often
found near the inversion base or sometimes well
above it, giving the impression of a multiple
inversion. The films showed that these were
associated with thin stratus streamers spreading
out from the tops of cumuli. Langmuir (during a
lecture at Woods Hole in September, 1956)
proposed that this spreading of cumulus tops is
important in lateral moisture transfer; it will later
be re-examined in that light.
The impression that the cumuli observed
during the L series contained weaker and less well
organized updrafts than those of the H series has
not yet been analyzed. It may have arisen entirely
from the sampling problem, in that the sparseness
of clouds often forced the observers to settle for
any they could find, or that the few active ones
were so far away that they began to die before the
aircraft penetrated them. In all the cases studied
in this report, the variations in cumulus develop-
ment, both between series Hand L and within
series L itself, cannot be explained by changes in
cloud layer stability, which if pronounced would
surely affect cloud development. However, the
average cloud layer stability was only about 17%
greater in the H series cloudy areas than those of
L, and within the L series itself the poor convec-
tion days actually showed lower cloud layer
stability than the good ones. Thus we may con-
sider the comparisons undertaken here as a
partially controlled experiment in which we
investigate the role of factors other than stability
in trade cumulus development.
One factor believed to inhibit cumulus develop-
ment is strong wind shear. Proper wind data were
not available for the H period, for the San Juan
radio winds were considered neither safely
representative of the observing area nor detailed
enough. We can, however, compare the wind
structure on the good and poor convection days of
the L series. In 1953, the British group obtained
frequent double theodolite pilot balloon runs from
the small island of Anegada (18°5o'N; 64°2o'W),
so that a detailed wind sounding was generally
available within a twenty mile distance and one
hour time intervals from the aircraft sounding.
The wind observations and shearing stresses
calculated therefrom have been discussed by
Charnock, Francis, and Sheppard (5). Although
even such a small island produces a marked sea
breeze, its effect on the vertical shear will hàve
diminished by the height of cloud base. Further-
more, we shall be comparing wind fields within
the 1953 sounding series, which were all taken
near the middle of the day so that the sea-breeze
effect should be approximately constant. Table 8
summarizes the wind structure for the L period
cloud layer, the values given in each case being
taken from the run nearest in time to the air-
craft sounding.
The most striking difference between the good
convection and poor convection days (average
cloudy versus average clear in Table 8) lies in the
height of maximum wind and the shear in the
lowest 100 m of the cloud layer, which are prob-
ably closely related. The mean wind shear in the
whole cloud layer averaged around 3 m secl km-I
for both subgroups, and the best day for cumulus
(March 18) had a very large mean shear. The
shear in the lowest 100 m of the cloud layer,
however, averaged greater by a factor of three on
the poor days for convection. On these days, the
tradecwind maximum fell considerably below
cumulus base and the shear in the lower cloud
layer was strongly negative. On the good days for
cumulus (except April 7) the wind maximum was
usually near or well above cloud base, so that the
lower cloud layer was in the region of minimum
shear near the turning point. Re-examination of
the aircraft cumulus penetrations suggests that
vigorous trade cumuli were generally easy to find
on days with weak shear near cloud base, although
rather strong shears higher up were not fatally
inhibitory. Even April 7 fitted in, because by the
time the cloud penetrations were made (a few are
published in (8) ), the wind maximum was above
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cloud base and the wind shear in the lower cloud
layer was an order of magnitude less (and of
opposite sign) than in Table 8.
Care should be exerted, however, in drawing
causal conclusions from the above relations with-
out more controlled and quantitative testing. It
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may be that strong shear at cloud base level
inhibits the organization and aggregation of
buoyan t cloudlets in to larger towers and some
theoretical evidence (6) backs this view. It may
be, on the other hand, that wind maximum at
higher elevation is only part of the complex of
TABLE 8. WIND STRUCTURE OF L PERIOD CLOUD LAYER
. -
Mean Mean Shear Height Shear Lowest
Date Wind Speed dV jdz Maximum loom Above Remarks
V Wind Cloud Base
mjsec mjsecjkm m mjsecjkm
March 18 4 5 780 +2 Li ttle turning below inversion
March 21 6 i 75° +0.2 Weak shear. Li ttle turning
March 25 10 3 936 a Li ttle turning
March 30 2 "" 2 o(?) ? Very disturbed.
Westerlies above 300 m.
April i 3 3 225 -3.3 Strong veer through cloud layer
April 2 3.5 3 936 -2.6 Wind max. 312 m at 1600 LST
April 4 6 1.7 624 -4 Wind increase through inversion
Aprils 2.7 6
.112 -9 90° veer upper cloud layer
April 7 3.4
I
3.5 330 -4 45° veer upper cloud layer
Av. clear 3.8 3.4 524 4.7
Av. cloudy 5.8 3.1 699 1.5
Overall Avo 4.8 3.2 I 6ii 3. i
.-
phenomena concomitant with a strongly developed
trade situation, other properties of which, such as
a good mixed layer, are dominant in determining
trade cumulus development.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude that, at least in undisturbed
situations, trade-wind cumuli are thermally
direct, buoyancy-driven circulations and that the
few active clouds in a group can be virtually
warmer than their nearby surroundings, while the
group as a whole usually is, level for level, poten-
tially and virtually cooler than the adjacent
clear spaces.
In comparing the poorer development of
cumulus in series L with the good convection of
series H we find that the relative sparseness of
cumuli in L was due primarily to conditions below
cloud, namely, a shallower mixed layer with
deficient upward moisture flux. The impression
that the existing cumuli in L were weaker than
those of H, if true, could not be attributed to
changes in cloud layer stability, which varied
little. The difference in cumulus development
between the good and poor convection days
within series L may have been compounded by
markedly stronger wind shear in the lower cloud
layer on the poor days.
As far as the runaway growth of cumuli to
precipitating cumulonimbi is concerned, all these
factors may be little relevant compared to large
variations in stability or moisture content pro-
duced by synoptic scale convergence. The impli-
cations of this question in overall trade-wind
dynamics will be considered further in Part III.
PART in
A PHYSICAL MODEL OF THE MOIST LAYER
A physical model describing the processes at work
in the cloud layer will be constructed here,
primarily for the strong trade situation in which
transports by trade cumulus convection are
operating vigorously. The aim will be to explain
the distributions observed in the mean soundings
for cloudy and clear areas (Figures 7A and 7B) in
terms of mechanism and thus to illuminate the
role of the moist layer in the fuel supply for
largercscale circulations.
MOISTURE TRANSPORT AND ITS MECHANISMS IN
THE CLOUD LAYER
In (4) a first orientation calculation was made
to account for the moisture distribution in the
cloud layer in clear areas. In the clear zones two
processes were hypothesized to be transporting
moisture, namely, small-scale turbulence carrying
it upward and cloud-group-scale subsidence
(compensating for the net upward motion in
cloudy areas) carrying it down. The authors
assumed, for want of better information at that
time, that the observed nearly steady distribution
was achieved in situ by a balanced opposition of
these two processes. The subsidence rates and
eddy transport coeffcients obtained were con-
sistent with the observed moisture gradients and
of plausible size. It was tacitly assumed in (4)
although not stated, that any net upward flux of
vapor was achieved in cloudy areas, the transports
in which were not treated then due to insuffcient
knowledge about cumulus convection.
Observational material obtained since permits
us to modify and extend the earlier work to
construct at least a crude model of clear and
cloudy areas together. A large fraction of this
material comes from studies of the northern
Pacific trade. A vertical section along a trajectory
in (17) shows that the lower trade accumulates
vast quantities of latent heat in flowing down-
stream. Numerically, the amount is enough to
deepen the moist layer by I km in 2,500 km hori-
zontal travel, and at the same time increase its
average mixing ratio by about I gmjkgm. In
combination, this means that an average air
parcel increases its mixing ratio by about 0.6
gmjkgm per day. A budget study of this Pacific
section showed that the accumulation was
achieved by a convergence of upward moisture
flux in excess of that required for precipitation.
Those calculations showed that only about three-
fourths of the water evaporated from the sea
surface was carried upward through cloud base,
and only about one-fifth that evaporated escaped
upward through the inversion. Thus about 25%
of the vapor evaporated was exported down-
stream in the subcloud layer. In the cloud layer,
about one-half the gain (55% that evaporated)
was recondensed and precipitated and one-half
exported downstream. The Pacific study further
showed that cumulus convection alone was easily
adequate for the net upward vapor flux through
mid-cloud layer and to account for the down-
stream rise in height of its upper boundary. This
picture can be extended and filled in from our
more detailed data on the Atlantic trade, provided
we can carryover the rough framework of the
Pacific flux distribution. This is, on the average,
clearly well justified since the evaporation rates in
the two regions are closely similar and in both
regions only a small fraction of the evaporated
moisture escapes upward through the inversion
base in undisturbed situations. Although this
fraction reaching the upper troposphere in the
poleward half of the trade is undoubtedly of
considerable importance in the long run, we shall
set it equal to zero for the present first orientation,
thus assuming that all the moisture evaporated is
accumulated in the moist layer, and to maintain
the steady state, either precipitated there or
exported downstream. This implies an upward
diminution in net upward moisture flow, roughly
as outlined in Table 9.
TABLE 9. ApPROXIMATE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NET UPWARD MOISTURE FLUX
Evaporation from sea surface "" 6.0 x 10-6 gm cm-2 sec-1
Flux upward through cloud base level "" 4.5 x 10-6 gm cm-2 secl
Flux upward through inversion r- 0
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In attempting to explain the moisture distribu-
tions of Figure 7 in relation to these net fluxe's, we
must recall that in the cloud layer, small-scale
turbulence is observed only in nearby association
with active or recently dissolved clouds. This
leads to the following formulation, with which any
physical or mathematical description of the cloud
layer must be consistent: Eddy turbulent trans-
port is of small importance in clear areas. In
cloudy areas it is of importance mainly as a brake
upon convection and in exchange of properties
between clouds and surroundings. Vertical trans-
ports are effected by cumulus and cumulus group
scale motions. This will guide us to a model
describing the transfer of water and heat from
cloudy to clear zones independent of strong lateral
mixing and dependent only upon convective
circulations superposed on the trade-wind flow.
Thus, for present purposes, use of eddy exchange
coeffcients for the cloud layer will be avoided and
attention is concentrated instead upon fluxes and
gradients, using our physical deductions about the
cloud layer to explain these mechanistically.
We shall first show that the upward moisture
flux occurs entirely in cloudy zones and that the
vertical flux in the clear is probably downward.
For series H the average mixing ratio in the cloudy
zone cloud layer was 11.6 gmjkgm while that in
corresponding clear zones was 10. I gmjkgm. If
clear zones average 1.5 times the area of cloudy,
the average descent rate in the clear (from Table 5
to meet continuity) is 3.3 cmjsec. Thus the net
upward moisture flux near the middle of the
cloud layer is
AcPcWcwc-ApWw= net upward flux (I)
where the subscript c denotes cloudy area proper-
ties and the symbols without subscripts refer to
clear area properties. The A in each case is the
fraction of the total area; p is the air density; W is
the vertical velocity in cmjsec; and w is the mixing
ratio in gmjgm. The left side of (I) can be crudely
approximated by
AcpW cw c - ApW;; '" 0.4 X 10-3 X 5 X I 1.6 X 10-3
- 0.6 X 10-3 X 3.3 X 10.1 X 10-3 = 23.2 X
10-6 - 20.0 X 10-6 = 3.2 X 10-6 gm cm-2seel (2)
which compares well with the average between
cloud base value of 4.5 X 10-6 gm cm-2 see i and
cloud top value of zero (Table 9). However, it
may be objected that setting PcWcwc"-pWcwc
suffers from the same averaging diffculties dis-
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cussed in Part II, where we showed the serious
error in equating WT* to W T*, except that in the
case of moisture flux the result of (2) must be at
least qualitatively correct since even the driest air
(between clouds) in cloudy zones is moister than
the clear. Indeed, breaking down the cloudy zone
flux into transports by strong updrafts, strong
downdrafts and weakly subsiding air using Table 5
gives a net flux similar to but somewhat larger
than that of (2), a small difference between large
upward transport in cloudy areas and nearly
equally large downward transport in intervening
clear spaces.
More physical insight, however, is gained if we
subdivide the cloud layer vertically into thirds and
discuss the flux distribution in terms of gradients
of wand W, referring back to Table 4. Table 9
suggests that there is a net flux convergence in the
cloud layer averaging about 3.4 X IO-II gm cm-3
seeI, that is, if uniform, the net upward flux
would decrease by 1.5 X 10-6 gm cm-2 see! in
each third (about 430 m height interval) of the
cloud layer. If, as other evidence suggests, the
mean ascent rate in the cloud layer increases
upward slightly between cloud base and the middle
of the cloud layer and then decreases rapidly
toward the inversion, we can readily see the
necessity for a rapid upward moisture decay in
the lower cloud layer, superseded by a more
gradual one higher up. For the upward flux to
decrease from cloud base to mid-cloud layer in the
face of constant or increasing upward motion,
rapid drying must occur. Similarly, subsiding
clear areas must average drier than cloudy for a
net upward flux and must dry more slowly with
height for a smaller flux divergence. A quantita-
tive breakdown of fluxes as a function of height is
attempted in Table 10.
In Table 10, the average vertical motion dis-
tribution in cloudy areas was estimated from
Table 5 and evidence in (ii) that it increases from
about 3-5 cmjsec at cloud base to a maximum
somewhere between 1-1.3 km elevation and then
decreases to about zero by inversion base. The
mixing ratios are the observed means from series
H soundings. The total net flux convergence
arrived at in Table 10 agrees well with the cruder
estimate in Table 9. Since nothing about mech-
anism has been said, these calculations cannot be
regarded as an "explanation" of fluxes or gradients
even if these rough figures prove accurate. They
t-
~
-f';
:.i ~
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TABLE 10. CALCULATED MOISTURE FLUXES AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT IN CLEAR AND CLOUDY AREAS
Estimated Observed Flux Flux Net Flux
Vertical Velocity Mixing Ratio pWw . 10' Flux Convergence' Convergence'
W(cm/sec) w(gm/kgm) gm cm-2 secl Convergence . ia' Times Fraction ia' in Height
la' gm cm-3 secl Total Area Interval
cloudy clear cloudy clear cloudy clear cloudy clear cloudy clear
Cloud base +5 -3.3 14.2 12.4 +71 -40.9
7.4 -2.1 7.4 x 0.4 -2.1 x 0.6
One-third way = 2.96 = - i. 26 1.7
up in cloud
layer +6 -4 10.6 9.7 +63.6 -38.8
35.7 -21.4 35.4 x 0.4 - 21.4 x o. 6
= 14.3 = -12.8 1.5
Two-thirds way
up in cloud
layer +3 -2 9.3 8.7 +27.9 -17.4
27.9 -17.4 27.9 x 0.4 -17.4XO.6
= 11.2 = -10.4 0.8
Inversion base 0 0 "-8.5 "-8.5 0 a
Total flux
through cloud
base =
flux conver-
gence =
4.0 x 10-6
I I
gm cm-2 secl
merely show that the assumption that the Atlantic
trade is accumulating moisture in a similar way to
the Pacific trade is consistent with both observed
gradients and plausible estimates of vertical
motions. The latter wil be used later in a dis-
cussion of mechanism. .
The outstanding feature of the moisture
transports in the cloud layer as deduced is the
large up-and-down flux and flux convergence
compared to the net transport. The calculated
upward transport in cloudy areas exceeds. the
evaporation rate by an order of magnitude. It
appears that the moist layer is carrying out a
large internal re-arrangement of water vapor for a
small net gain. Actually, a fairly straightforward
interpretation of this flux distribution is possible
in terms of the scales of motion operating, which
forms part of a mechanistic model relating many
features and processes in the trades. It will be
described here, with the reservation that it is not
so firmly established at present that alternatives
may be ignored. Reasonably enough, our physical
interpretation of the results of Table 10 (and of
many other properties of the moist layer) depends
upon our views concerning the structure and life
cycles of trade cumulus populations, and strangely
perhaps, primarily upon whether or not these
populations move along with the trade or whether
the air moves through them. The alternative
models which can be used in accounting for the
fluxes of Table 10 are as follows:
1. Individual cloud groups are stationary or
moving downstream very slowly so that the
trade flows on the average through them,
first undergoing a net rise and then a
nearly equal net subsidence (ignoring the
overall mean subsidence of about 0.1 cmj
sec as much smaller). A mean trajectory
would look like the sketch in Figure 9. If
trajectories everywhere coincided with
mixing ratio isopleths, Table 10 would be
superficially little changed, except that the
small net flux convergence in the last
column would disappear. Moistening at
each level would occur in cloudy zones due
to convergence and ascent; divergence and
descent would undo this in the clear.
Actually, the small net accumulation must
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FIGURE 9. Schematic cross section through the moist layer in the plane of the lower trade based on the assump-
tion that cloud groups are stationary or move downstream more slowly than the wind. The solid line (with arrow-
heads) is an average trajectory, which ascends in cloudy areas and descends an equal amount in the clear.
show up as a slight crossing of trajectories
toward higher mixing ratio in cloudy zones,
the two sets of lines becoming parallel on
the descent portion in the clear, so that at
B the air at any level is wetter than at A
(corresponding level).
2. No relative motion occurs between indi-
vidual cloud groups and trade winds, but
new cloud groups break out and die at
rather rapid intervals randomly as the air
flows downstream, so that an average
trajectory would still look qualitatively
like the sketch in Figure 9, with more
irregular amplitude and spacing of ascent
and descent, but still with a hypothetical
typical air parcel spending about four-
tenths of its time in cloudy regions and six-
tenths in the clear.
3. Cloud groups occupy the same air for a long
time in its travel downstream so that an
average air parcel might make one or
several complete circuits from the base of
the cloud layer to its top and back to the
base in clear as the cloudy zone drifts with
the wind. This would require that the same
air be occupied by cloud for a major
fraction of twenty-four hours; to produce
the observed lapse rates of temperature and
moisture, saturated ascent, mixing, and
condensation are required in cloudy areas,
and nearly saturated descent with evapora-
tion and mixing are required in the clear.
Extended influx of clear air into cloudy
regions is necessary near cloud base and
horizontal, quasi-laminar effux from cloudy
regions at the top of the cloud layer.
4. Cloud groups occupy the same air for long
periods and impart moisture and other
properties to the clear by lateral mixing.
Model 4 may be discarded without further
discussion due to the absence of turbulence in
clear areas. Model 3 may be discarded, although
less categorically, because in undisturbed situa-
tions it is doubtful whether evaporation and nearly
saturated descent can occur far from clouds; it
thus becomes diffcult to avoid very high stability
and low moisture in the clear. Nevertheless, one
of this model's required mechanisms, namely
quasi-laminar effux of moisture from cloud
groups at high levels, will be reconsidered later in
a different connection.
We are therefore led to conclude that in the
cloud layer moisture is communicated between
cloudy and clear areas - i.e., their structure
differs as little as it does - because any given
batch of air alternates frequently between being
clear and being occupied by cumuli. Whether this
is achieved by the trades flowing through more
slowly moving cloud groups, or whether each
cloud group drifts with the wind in its lifetime and
when it dies a new group forms in different air
remains to be seen. A quantitative development
of Model i will show that it accounts simply for
many features of the moist layer and tentatively
suggests its preference over Model 2.
Let us consider that trade cumulus groups are
either stationary in space or travelling very
slowly downwind, so that the air is moving at
roughly 5 mjsec relative to the distribution of
clear and cloudy areas. Let us suppose that
cloudy areas are 20 km across and clear areas
30 km across. An average trajectory in the middle
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of the cloud layer would look something like that
sketched in Figure 9, rising about 200 m in the
cloudy zone and descending the same amount
more gradually in the clear. Of course, any real
aggregate of air molecules may go up and down
several times in clouds, may rise all the way to the
inversion, or may actually undergo continuous
descent; the mean trajectory represents only an
average which becomes more meaningful the
wider the cloud group compared to individual
clouds and the longer time spent crossing it com-
pared to their lifetimes.
The first step toward a quantitative model is
made as follows: We take the vertical distribution
of moisture at the downstream edge of a cloud
group as given, established by the convection
within the cloudy region and past history of the
air. We work out the trajectories at selected
levels through the next (downstream) clear area,
taking a horizontal velocity of 5 mjsec and the
vertical motions given in Table 10. Since the
model assumes that trajectories and mixing ratio
isopleths nearly coincide across clear areas, we get
a section like that shown in Figure ioA.
Only the cloudy area moisture structure and
clear area descent rates have been given and yet
we arrive at a very realistic clear area moisture
structure, averaging drier than cloudy, possessing
a rapidly drying transition region in the lower
third and an upper portion with a more gradual
moisture lapse rate than in cloudy zones, with
actual mixing ratio values typical of clear areas.
More important, we gain physical insight into the
difference between the moisture structure of clear
and cloudy areas. If the mean vertical motions
first increase with height in the cloud layer and
then decrease toward the inversion, the necessity
for a stronger decay (transition zone) at the base
of the layer and a weaker lapse rate above in clear
compared to cloudy follows naturally. The close
agreement between clear zone mixing ratios in
Figures 10 and 7 B suggest that the chosen
magnitudes for air motions relative to cloud groups
are reasonable.
In Figure ioB, ioA is amended to show a more
schematic average trajectory through the preced-
ing (upstream) cloud group, giving a o. I gmjkgm
increase of moisture on each trajectory during its
passage through the cloud group. This is roughly
consistent with the net flux convergence in
Table 10 allowing for precipitation loss. It may
thus be useful to regard the flux convergences
calculated in Table 10 as largely the result of mass
convergences and vertical motions on a cloud
group scale, which on the average cancel as the
air moves up and down in passing from cloudy
area to adjacent clear. In other words, they
appear as a consequence of the upward and down-
ward motions of the air trajectories through fixed
levels and would disappear if we followed a
trajectory. The important small net flux con-
vergence is more profitably viewed as the slight
crossing of the trajectories toward higher moisture
which is accompanied by cumulus-scale motions,
in a manner we shall attempt to describe presently.
First, however, the numbers in Figure lOB
suggest a probable but not conclusive preference
of Model i to Model 2. If as in the latter, a given
cloud group drifted with the air during its entire
life, and if the typical lifetime of a cloud group is
as long as three to five hours, the vertical ampli-
tude of the trajectories would be so great that the
difference between typical clear and cloudy area
soundings would be much larger than observed.
The loopholes in this argument are still numerous
enough to preclude discarding Model 2. They are
as follows:
i. The observations of stationary oceanic
cloud groups with lifetimes of three to five
hours have been made from islands and
good estimates of population motions and
durations over open sea are not yet avail-
able. If the latter should average as short
as one or two hours, the trajectory ampli-
tude of Model 2 becomes close to that of
Figure ioB and therefore consistent with
soundings.
2. The vertical motions used in Figure lOB
may conceivably be too large. Their
reduction by a factor of two would also
bring the trajectory amplitude of Model 2
close to that of Figure ioB.
3. Figure lOB itself may be an understate-
ment of the differences in structure be-
tween the downstream end of a cloudy area
compared to the downstream end of a clear
area, which should be a maximum. The
average clear and cloudy area soundings
used here were compiled from aircraft
ascents located randomly within clear and
cloudy areas. Since the mean.. difference
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FIGURE 10. Schematic cross section in the plane of the trade wind showing the average trajectories at several
heights (solid lines with arrowheads) and distribution of mixing ratio in gm/kgm (numbers with decimal points).
Figure lOA shows a clear area. The moisture distribution at its upstream (left) boundary is typical of a cloudy
area while that at its downstream (right) boundary has been rearranged by the descent and its height variation
to be typical of observed clear area stratification. Figure lOB has Figure lOA as its right-hand portion but adds
a cloudy area on the left-hand side. Note the slight increase in moisture along the trajectories in the cloudy areas
The times are those which the air would spend crossing an area of the given size if it moved through it at 5 m/sec.
may be considerably less than the extreme
at downstream ends, longer average times
spent in each time of area than those shown
in Figure ioB are not precluded.
Thus the decision between Models i and 2 for
tlie undisturbed trade must await further observa-
tions, preferably by photography from a stationary
ship or tiny atolL. The real situation may lie part
way between the extremes, with variations in time
and space. In any case, the mean trajectory must
qualitatively resemble that of Figure lOB. In
many tropical disturbances, such as slow-moving
easterly waves, we can be confident that the trade
moves westward through the convective zones and
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a model of this type will be useful in describing
their effect upon the air structure.
The previous paragraphs focus attention on the
vertical moisture structure in cloudy areas from
which, once established, the distribution in clear
areas follows simply. A crude qualitative picture
of the maintenance of the vertical moisture
structure in cloudy regions is now undertaken,
using recently acquired knowledge about the
operation of single cumuli and cumulus popula-
tions. Figure 7A was compiled from soundings in
cloudy areas but away from clouds. The moisture
distribution in inactive clouds is nearly the same.
Therefore, since clear spaces and inactive cloud
matter constitute about nine-tenths of a typical
cloudy area, we may consider that the average
moisture distribution in cloudy regions is given
by Figure 7A. Nevertheless, it is the active clouds
which produce this distribution.
From a study of nine cloud cross sections, we
find an average vertical' moisture lapse rate in
active drafts of 3.8 X 10-8 cm-i, with a tendency
to'be somewhat steeper in the lower and upper
portions than in the middle. In the small sample
studied, downdrafts showed only a slightly
greater drying rate with height than updrafts.
This moisture lapse rate, 160% saturated adia-
batic, is established by mixing between clouds and
surroundings, the dynamics of which is not yet
well known and is beyond the scope of this
discussion.
The outstanding features of the moisture
structure of the cloud layer as a whole are: The
large upward gradient in the lower third, of
8.8 X 10-8 cm-I (nearly four times moist adiabatic,
which is about 2-4 X 10-8 cm-I), diminishing to
about one-half this value in the middle third, and
almost vanishing in the upper third. This upward
reduction in moisture lapse rate can be explained
qualitatively in terms of present incomplete
knowledge of cumulus dynamics. A clue to the
rapid decrease in the lower third is provided by the
photographs in Figures 2 and 8 or in fact by any
typical photograph of trade cumuli. For every
medium and large-sized cloud, we see great
numbers of small cloudlets, only a few hundred
meters in diameter and thickness. These are
commonly found in the lower cloud layer, often
clustered around the bases of larger clouds. It
was suggested from observations in (7) that the
big clouds, in fact, form from an aggregation of
these smaller cloudlets or "bubbles". Time-lapse
photographs indicate that the beginning stages of
a cloud population consist of a large number of
these, formed from condensation in the wetter
eddies in the subcloud layer. Cross sections
through individual middle-sized trade cumuli
showed that below about 1,000 m (above sea
level; about 400 m above cloud base) the cloud
was composed of several small buoyant elements,
which appeared to fuse together into a single more
vigorous draft higher up.
The lower third of the cloud layer, then, we
may describe as a region of organization, a few
strong drafts aggregating from many small
cloudlets whose tops vary from heights of about
800-1,100 m. A region of rapid upward drying is
associated with each level where cloud tops are
found, the trade inversion itself being the most
striking. A rough calculation illustrates the point
in the lower cloud layer: Let us suppose that there
is five-sixths cloudiness at 850 m in a typical cloud
group. The cloudy air has a mixing ratio, say, of
13 gmjkgm and the air which has recently been
clear has a mixing ratio of I i. 2 gmjkgm (Figure
7B). The average is 12.7 gmjkgm. These small
cloudlets have a lifetime of five to ten minutes, so
that air spending one hour or so in a cloudy area
should have experienced about ten of them.
Turbulent mixing is relatively strong between
them and we find that consequently the moisture
fluctuations in a traverse through the lower cloud
layer are rather small (about I gmjkgm). If at
1,100 m, the active cloudiness is reduced to one-
fourth, with clouds averaging 12 gmjkgm mixing
ratio and air recently clear, 10 gmjkgm, the aver-
age vapor content becomes 10.5 gmjkgm. These
figures agree well with cloud cross sections and the
mean moisture distributions of Figure 7. It may
at first seem contradictory that the lower cloud
layer is the region of very rapid upward intensifi-
cation of active updrafts. The cloud cross sections
show that the main updraft in a given cumulus
may increase by a factor of three or even five
between cloud base and I km. However, if the
number of updrafts per unit area decreases by
almost this proportion, the small calculated
increase (about 20%) in net ascent rate between
cloud base and 1,100 m is well accounted for. The
medium-sized clouds reaching the middle of the
cloud layer or higher have lifetimes of fiteen to
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thirty minutes, so that an average air parcel may
enter only three or four of them during its time
spent in a cloudy area. This, plus greatly reduced
inter-cloud turbulence aloft accounts for the larger
moisture fluctuations (2-3 gmjkgm) on a hori-
zontal cloudy area traverse in the mid-cloud layer,
which in fact become even larger as inversion base
is approached. The observation that in the mid-
cloud layer the overall moisture lapse rate exceeds
that in active saturated updrafts by only about
20% suggests that a considerable fraction of the
trade cumuli which get above 1,100 m penetrate
all the way to the trade inversion, although on
individual days regions of rapid drying are often
found apparently associated with a "top limit" for
certain sizes of clouds. This point cannot be
framed more quantitatively at present without
more knowledge of cumulus dynamics.
The nearly constant vertical distribution of
moisture away from active clouds in the upper
portion of the cloud layer is probably produced
by the spreading of cumulus tops. Shelves or
streamers of stratus emerging from the upper
parts of cumuli frequently creep across an entire
cloudy area and even far into adjoining clear
spaces. They may be composed of water droplets
or ice crystals depending on the elevation. The
importance of this phenomenon was suggested by
Langmuir*. Physically, it is envisaged as a
nearly laminar spreading of cloudy matter as it
encounters a stable layer. A similar phenomenon
was observed in laboratory experiments on con-
vection described in (19). Bubbles of mud slurry
were released into a tank of still water. These
moved downward due to excess density, diluting
on the way. On several occasions the tank con-
tained a lower salty layer which was denser than
the bubble fluid so that each element very
abruptly encountered a sudden stabilization of its
environment. A typical bubble penetrated only a
small fraction of its diameter into the stable layer
and "fell" back, spreading its material laterally
above the interface (i.e., on the less stable side).
After a few bubbles, the water above the interface
became muddied through a considerable depth,
while that below the interface remained trans-
parent. It seems likely that a similar mechanism
is often at work in the upper trade-wind cloud
layer. In this way even in the absence of wind or
wind shear, cloud matter can be dispersed to
considerable distances. A crude calculation from
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continuity suggests that if a 2-3 mjsec updraft
i square kilometer in cross section is kiled in
200 m vertical ascent and if the air spreads out in
a wafer 200 m thick (this figure is suggested by the
depth of moist wafers on soundings and observed
thicknesses of the stratus sheets), the horizontal
velocity of spreading is roughly 4 mjsec at first,
or comparable to the original speed of the updraft.
Due to the very low values of turbulent friction
near inversion base, cloud matter may thus
spread several tens of kilometers before being
brought to rest or losing identity by mixing with
the surroundings, although the visible water
particles may not remain that long. Strong wind
shear introduces asymmetry and the spreading in
one direction may be greatly emphasized (see
Figures 2 and 8B for examples).
The moisture gradients in the upper cloud
layer and their variations between clear and
cloudy regions are thus qualitatively understand-
able. In cloudy zones the upward moisture de-
crease becomes very small as inversion base is
approached, but does not vanish because new
moisture is continually being supplied from below
by cloud activity. In the clear, moisture is not
being pumped upward from below ônd the only
source is, in fact, by injections at upper levels
from cloudy regions. A slight amount of down-
ward diffusion may actually be occurring in
addition to the mean transport downward by
subsidence of the air itself. Thus in Figure 10 the
upper trajectories should perhaps be crossing
moisture isopleths toward higher values even in
the dear.
The foregoing discussion treats the strong
trade situation with active cumulus convection.
Comparing the cloud layer moisture gradients of
the L period with those of the H period (Table 7
compared to Table 4), we find that in the period of
weak trade and poor convection the moisture lapse
rate in the cloud layer was only about 10%
steeper than that of the H period, but it was much
more uniform in the vertical and actually in-
creased from the middle to the top third of the
layer. The physical model evolved here suggests
the reason: A smaller fraction of L period cumuli
penetrated the upper cloud layer and spread out
below the inversion. The 1953 cloud photographs
support this explanation.
* In lecture and conversations at Woods Hole during Sep-
tember 1956.
.,/'
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Thus the moist layer in the L period was drier
(by an average of about 0.5 gmjkgm) than in the
H period. Since the trade was also weaker, the
downstream moisture export was also probably
much reduced. In the L period a section I cm wide
and 2 km deep with a wind of 5.7 mjsec and an
average mixing ratio of 12.3 gmjkgm exports
140 gmjsec water vapor. The corresponding H
period section of the same dimensions (average
depths of the moist layer were nearly the same)
having a mixing ratio of 12.8 gmjkgm and a wind
of 9.1 mjsec would export 233 gmjsec. Although
these absolute values are too high, since surface
winds were used, the point is made that this
pòrtion of the trade exported only about 60% of
the moisture in the L period as it did in the H
period. This figure agrees well with the estimates
in Part I of the reduction in evaporation during
the L period. All evidence put together suggests
that the Atlantic trade latent heat supply was
producing at a significantly reduced rate during
at least a month in the spring of 1953. This period
of time is long enough and the Atlantic trade a
large enough circulation branch to suspect con-
sequences in other portions of the general circula-
tion. It would be desirable to study the same and
subsequent weeks in the equatorial and upper
tropical Atlantic and even in the westerlies and
Pacific trade with this background in mind.
Further insight into the actual process oflatent
heat accumulation by the trade can be gained by
inquiring how the cumuli actually bring it about.
We saw that the net accumulation showed up as a
crossing of mean trajectories toward higher
moisture content so that after each passage
through cloudy plus mbsequent clear zone, the
air returns to its original level slightly wetter than
it left. Because of the ascent of the trajectories,
air leaving the downstream edge of a cloud group
at any level must be about 0.5-0.6 gmjkgm wetter
than air at the same level at the upstream edge for
individual parcels to have gained o. I gmjkgm. It
is readily shown that the shedding of moist air
from the active cumuli is an adequate supply. If
we take the active drafts (up and down) to occupy
one-tenth of the area, and if they are about
I gmjkgm wetter than their surroundings, normal
rates of exchange of air or "erosion" of cloudy
matter supplies 0.2- 0.4 X 10-3 gmjsec of vapor
to a slice of air 20 km long, I cm deep and I cm
thick. If the mass flux through the slice corre-
sponds to a 5 mjsec wind, the air emerges 0.4-0.8
gmjkgm wetter than the air at the same level at
the entrance edge. Thus by bringing up wetter
air from below and at any given level exchanging
some of this with the drier surroundings, the
cumuli act as "sources" of water vapor for the
trade at each height. We may regard this as the
accumulation process in the lower and middle
cloud layer.
N ear the level of the cloud tops where the
moist layer is increasing in thickness, the physical
mechanism differs somewhat. In Figure 10, except
for the slight moistening of the top streamline we
have ignored the downstream increase in depth of
the moist layer. As was shown in (17), this occurs
in the face of mean subsidence and was related
there to the process of convection. If this thicken-
ing takes place entirely in cloudy regions, it
should average about 20 m in each cloud group.
That is to say, a wafer of air just above the
inversion base which on entrance dries about
0.5 gmjkgm through its vertical thickness (from
about 8.5 to 8.0 gm/kgm) leaves the cloudy area
with uniform moisture content. Using the figures
presented here, we find that if one-tenth of the
active clouds in the mid-cloud layer penetrate a
net distance of 20 m into the inversion layer and
dissolve there, the required moistening is achieved.
Clearly individual towers frequently shoot 300 m
or more into the inversion layer and they or their
dissolved remnants descend back all or most of
the way. It is therefore better to say that the
required moistening is achieved if one-tenth of the
cloud-matter active in mid-cloud layer, with
allowance for dilution on the way, is left above the
inversion base in the process of cloud tower
dissipation.
Thus the net moistening of the trade stream is
easily accounted for by ordinary cumulus con-
vection and it is not required to call upon cumulo-
nimbus build-ups or disturbances to explain the
water vapor accumulation and export by the trade.
The answer to the question of whether we may
ignore these for precipitation is, however, prob-
ably negative. A recent study of tropical oceanic
precipitation in (I) indicates that the expectation
of precipitation from tropical cumuli is Îess than
50% if their tops are below 3 km, in part because
the coalescence process requires a minimum time
for droplets to spend in cloud. Leaving precipita-
tion physics outside the scope of this discussion,
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however, it is possible to inquire whether ordinary
trade cumuli are able to release enough liquid
water for the observed mean precipitation, even
assuming that the mechanism for coalescence and
fallout is always available. To produce the mean
daily rainfall of 0.13 cm estimated in (17), each
cloud group 20 km on a side must produce about
5 X 1010 gms of precipitation. If active trade
cumuli have liquid water contents of 2 gmjkgm
(result from unpublished observations at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution) and if
one-twentieth of the area is occupied by updrafts
of 3.3 mj sec, we find that 52 X 1010 gms of water
are condensed in the time the air takes in passing
through the cloud group. A study of cumulus
downdrafts in (8), however, suggests that a very
large fraction of the liquid water so released is
consumed by evaporation in downdrafts. Never-
theless, since only 10% of the total is adequate for
precipitation, we conclude that it is possible for
trade cumuli to condense enough water to account
for a non-negligible fraction of tropical oceanic
precipitation. The crux of whether or not they do
contribute this depends upon the physics of the
precipitation mechanism and its interaction with
cumulus dynamics and thereby with the synoptic
situation. If a 3 km cloud depth is indeed neces-
sary for a significant amount of rain, the average
undisturbed dry season moist layer of 2 km depth
is inadequate, and at least a weak convergence
field is needed. This is not necessarily true in the
wet season where the undisturbed moist layer is
much deeper. We next consider the importance of
this question in regard to the non-adiabatic heat-
ing of trade-wind air.
THE PRODUCTION OF DOWNSTREAM WARMING IN
THE TRADES
The trades gain sensible heat as they flow
westward and equatorward. We see this in a
crossing of the average trajectories toward higher
potential temperature, which amounts to about
o.6°C per day in the summer season. Riehl and
Málkus showed in (18) that this sensible heat
accumulation amounted to 25% of the latent and
was responsible for producing the downstream
pressure drop which maintains the trades against
friction. A heat budget calculation showed that
the net warming was accomplished primarily by an
excess of precipitation heating over radiation loss
and that the sensible heat provided directly by the
ocean was small in comparison.
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If the addition of heat to the air is accom-
plished by release of latent heat, it must occur
entirely in zones of precipitating clouds. This
deduction was apparently paradoxical when com-
pared with the observation that cloudy areas
average both potentially and virtually colder than
the surroundings. Riehl (14) found this "cold
core" particularly pronounced in the convective
zones of disturbances. The diffculty is, however,
readily resolved if we recognize that, particularly
in disturbances, the air moves downstream
through the more nearly stationary convective
zones: First upward in the cloudy region and then
downward in the succeeding clear as sketched
schematically in Figure 9. Level for level, there-
fore, it is potentially and virtually colder within
the cloudy zone, but if precipitation occurs the air
returns to its initial level warmer than it left. This
reasoning can be framed quantitatively for the
passage of normal trade-wind air through a group
of precipitating cumuli 20 km across followed by
a clear zone 30 km across. Figure I I shows a
vertical plot of typical clear and cloudy tempera-
tures and potential temperatures (taken from
Figures 7B and 7A, respectively) with the calcu-
lated trajectories of Figure lOB superposed. The
air ascends in the cloudy region and descends in
the clear with the mean velocities of Table 10.
While crossing the cloudy zone the trajectories cross
isentropes towards higher potential temperature.
Thus the air cools as it rises, but at a rate more
nearly moist than dry adiabatic. If the descent in
the clear were isentropic, the air would arrive at
its original pressure considerably warmed. The
consequent warming as a function of height is
plotted on the inset graph at the top of Figure 11.
It averages 0.3°C per passage through a cloudy
and succeeding clear zone. If the air crosses ten
of these in twenty-four hours, it would gain 3°e
per day, which allows for approximately 2°C per
day radiation loss and IOC per day left over for
net heating in the cloud and subcloud layers. We
have discussed earlier the probable downward flux
by eddying of part of this heat to warm the sub-
cloud layer and the numbers in Figure i I are
approximately right so that when this gain is
redistributed it slightly exceeds radiation loss in
the observed manner.
Furthermore, the average precipitation over
the tropical oceans when distributed through the
cloud layer in roughly the manner of Figure i i is
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H(km)
T e H(km)
12.3 304.0-2.0
13.6 301. 1.8
12. 304.0
14.8 302.3
30\.85
302.0814. 302.0-1.6
0.20.40.6
àT(°C) P(mb)
804 12.3 304.0
823
843
-15.6 302.08
160 301.45 1.4 863.5
17.3 30~i.2
17.9 300.4
18.5 30~I.O
19.1 299.6
17.0 300.5
300.1
Cloudy Area
20 km
8 4.5__
18.5 301.0905__
9.6 300.1
Clear Area
30 km
FIGURE i i. The main portion of the diagram is a vertical cross section in the plane of the trade similar to lOB,
with the same average trajectories (solid lines with arrowheads). Here the three figure numbers (T) with decimal
points (to the left of the vertical solid lines) are temperatures in °C and those to the right (8) are potential tempera-
tures in °A. The column on the far left (upwind side of cloudy area) was taken from Figure 7B as typical of a
clear area and those on the middle vertical (downwind side of cloudy area) are taken from Figure 7A as typical of
a cloudy area. Those on the far right (downstream edge of the following clear area) were derived by isentropic
descent from the downstream edge of the cloudy region. The graph inset above is the resulting net non-adiabatic
warming, or the difference in potential temperature on a given trajectory between the far right and the far left,
that is after a complete passage through a cloudy area and the clear area downstream of it.
adequate in magnitude to account for the heating,
although it remains to be seen whether Figure II
applies to areas of typical undisturbed trade
cumuli or whether most of the rainfall and heating
should be confined to disturbances which would
give rarer. but much more intense lifting and
heating. The proportion contributed by disturb-
ances may differ from dry to wet season and from
the upstream to the downstream portion of the
trades. That rainfall occurs from ordinary trade
cumuli under undisturbed conditions is finally
well documented (13) and the Woods Hole group
has obtained several cross sections through such
clouds which were precipitating heavily. The
question has thus resolved itself from "whether"
to "how much". It is interesting to note that in
the relatively undisturbed H period, oceanic
cumulonimbus build-ups were reported on one day
(April 23) and swelling cumulus with tops over
6,000 feet on three days (April 23, 27, and 28) in
each case associated with a weak trough passing
the region (Figure 3A). No information on
oceanic precipitation was available. In the L
series, precipitating oceanic cumulonimbus were
noted on the two most disturbed days (March 30
and April i) and a large precipitating swelling
cumulus reaching 7,000 feet was studied in detail
on March 21, on which occasion the trade inver-
sion was found at its normal undisturbed height
of 2 km. Further studies of tropical oceanic rain-
fall in relation to cloud structure and the synoptic
picture are greatly needed.
CONCLUSIONS, CONSEQUENCES, AND FURTHER OUTLOOK
THE data studied here indicate that the energy
export from a large portion of the trade may vary
by a factor of two or more at different phases of
the index cycle in the same season. We have
suggested some of the atmospheric consequences
of this variation; these should be investigated
further in the equatorial trough zone and aloft in
the tropics where the poleward energy export
occurs. Similar studies of the operation and
structure of the moist layer are now being under-
taken in other seasons and other portions of the
trade.
The consequences upon the ocean itself of
fluctuations in the trade flow should be examined.
One sample calculation illustrates the possible
effect of variations in evaporation comparable to
those inferred here. If evaporation is cut by a
factor of two for a period of ninety days, the sea
surface would become about I.2°C warmer than
under normal evaporation, even if the heat loss is
distributed through an ocean layer 100 m deep.
This temperature rise would be doubled if de-
creased wind stirring permitted the oceanic mixed
layer to shrink to half that depth. A 2°C sea
surfa::e temperature difference may be critical in
the formation and development of tropical dis-
turbances and in long run energy storage in the
oceans. It would be desirable to relate ocean
temperatures and effectiveness of storm breeding
during a wet season with the trade-wind index over
the area during the preceding spring.
Particularly desirable would be a combined
meteorological-oceanographic study relating the
characteristics of the mixed layers of sea and air,
their interactions and how it affects and is affected
by larger-scale processes. Such a program is
planned by the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution using research ship and aircraft jointly
and it is now in its beginning phases.
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APPENDIX I
1953 SOUNDINGS - REDUCED AND TABULATED
Temperature, T (0C), mixing ratio, w (gmjkgm), virtual temperature T* (OA), and potential tempera-
ture e (OA) are presented in the following tables as functions of pressure, p (mb), and height (true),
h (m), for each of the nine 1953 soundings.
The times and locations of the soundings, the Anegada surface winds and the ambient cloud character
are given in the heading to each. Times are in local standard time (LST) which is Greenwich (GCT)
time minus four hours.
March 18, 1953. 1450 LST. Sounding in cloudy area;
Wind 180,4 mjsec. Location: 5 miles north of Anegada.
p h T w T* e p h T w T* e
(mb) (m) (0e) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (nib) (m) (0e) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1013.4 15 23.0 15.9 298.9 294.7 903.1 992 146 11.4 289.6 296.5
1007.9 55 23.1 :15.5 298.9 295.2 _ 899.8 1024 146 11.5 289.6 296.7
1004.2 85 22.7 15.2 298.4 295.3 896.5 1056 14.2 11.3 289.2 296.6
1000.4 II5 22.3 14.9 298.0 295.3 893.1 .188 14.2 10.6 289.0 296.9
996.9 145 21.9 14.8 297.5 295.2 -.889.7 II 20 145 9.9 289.2 279.4
',993-4 177 21.7 14.8 297.3 295.3 886.5 II51 14.0 10.6 288.8 297.1
989.7 209 21.3 14.8 296.9 295.2 883.3 ii82 13.8 10.7 288.6 297.3
986.1 241 21.0 14.6 296.6 295.1 880.0 1213 13.6 10;6 288.4 297.4
982.7 273 20.6 145 296.2 295.0 876.9 1244 13.4 10.4 ,'188.2 297.5
979.0 305 20.2 14.7 295.8 294.9 8735 1275 13.3 IO.5 '288.1 297.6
975.5 336 20.0 14.6 295.6 295.2 870.2 1306 13.0 10.5 287.8 297.6
971.9 367 19.7 145 295.2 295.0 867.0 1337 12.9 10.4 287.7 298.1
968.4 398 19.4 14.2 294.9 295.3 863.7 1368 12.6 10.2 287.4 298.1
964.9 429 19. i 14.1 294.6 295.0 860.5 1399 12.5 10.2 287.3 298.3
961.4 460 18.9 14.0 294.4 295.1 857.4 1430 12.3 9.8 287.0 298,4
957.9 492 18.6 14.1 294.1 295.3 854.1 1460 12. i 9.5 286.7 298.7
954.4 524 18.4 13.8 293.8 295.1 850.9 1485 II.9 9.7 286.6 298.6
950.9 556 18.1 13.8 293.5 295.3 847.8 15I1 11.7 9.6 286.4 298.8
947.4 588 17.8 13.6 293.2 295.4 844.5 1537 11.7 9.4 286.3 299.1
943.9 620 17.5 13.6 292.9 295.3 841.2 1563 11.8 8.5 286.3 299.6
940.5 652 17.1 13.4 292.4 295.3 838.3 1589 11.7 9.0 286.2 299.7
937.0 683 17.0 13.4 292.3 295.6 835.1 1615 11.0 9.6 285.7 299.4
933.6 714 17.0 12.6 292.2 295.7 832.0 1645 11.3 8.5 285.8 300.0
930.1 745 16.5 12.5 291.7 295.6 828.9 1675 11.7 8.0 286.1 300.6
923.3 810 16.3 12.5 291.5 296.0 8+5.8 1715 11.3 8.0 285.7 300.6
919.9 840 16.3 12.2 291.4 296.3 822.7 1745 11.3 8.0 285.7 300.9
916.6 870 15.5 12.4 290.6 296.1 813.5 1835 10.8 7.0 284.0 301.4
913.1 900 15.8 12.5 291.0 296.7 810.4 1865 10.9 6.0 284.9 301.5
909.8 930 15,4 11.9 290.5 296.6 807.3 1895 II.I 5.0 285.0 302.1
906.5 960 15.0 11.7 290.0 296.6 798.2 2005 11.3 4.0 285.0 303.3
March 21, 1953. 1400 LST. Sounding in cloudy area. ,. \
Wind 930, 5 m/sec. Location: 25 miles north of ÂIiegada.
p h T w- T* e p h T w T* e
(rnb) (m) (0e) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) - (mb) (m) (0e) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1015.8 20 25;8 M M 297.4
- 946.3 630 20.8 15.8 296.6 298.7
1013.9 35 25;6 M M 297.4 942.9 660 20.7 15.8 296.5 299.0
1010.3 70 25.4 M M 297.5 1936.0 720 18.4 10.9 293.3 297.3
1006.6 100 25.1 M M 297.5 929.1 780 18.4 9.3 293.0 297.9
1002.9 135 24.7 .M M 297.5 925.7 808 18.4 9.4 293.1 298.2
999.3 166 24.6 M M 297.7 922.3 836 18. i 9.5 292.8 298.3
995.8 197 23.9 M M 297.3 919.0 864 17.8 9.7 292.5 298.2
991.1 228 23.8 M M 297.6 915.5 892 17.4 10.2 292.2 298.0
988.5 259 23.4 16.8 299.4 297.4 912.2 920 17.2 10.2 292.0 298.2
985.0 290 23.2 16.8 299.2 297.3 905.5 976 16.7 10.4 291.5 298.3
981.4 322 23.1 16.1 299.0 297.7 902.2 1004 16.6 10.1 291.4 298.5
974.3 386 22.6 17.1 298.6 297.8 898.9 1032 16.4 9.7 291. i 298.7
970.8 417 22.2 17.0 298.3 297.7 895.5 1060 16.1 9.6 290.8 298.6
967.3 448 22.1 17.0 298.1 298.0 892.1 1095 15.6 10.8 290.5 298.5
963.8 480 21.9 16.4 297.8 298.0 888.9 II3° 15.2 II.L 290.1 298.4
960.3 510 21.9 16.8 297.9 298.4 885.7 ii65 IS. i 11.0 290.0 298.6
956.8 540 22.0 16.4 297.9 298.9 882.4 1200 IS. I 11.0 290.0 299.0
954.3 570 21.3 16.1 297.1 298.4 879.3 1235 14.9 11.0 289.8 299.0
949.8 600 21.2 16.3 297.1 298.7 t Changedrange on psychrograph.
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872.6 13°5 146 10.4 289.4 299.2 84°.7 1642 13.8 6.2 287.9 301.6
869.4 1340 14.5 9.9 289.2 299.6 837.5 1673 13.6 5.5 287.5 3°1.9
866.1 1375 145 9.1 289.1 299.8 834.4 1704 13.5 5.2 287.3 302.0
862.9 1410 145 8.9 289.0 300.2 831.3 1735 13.4 5.2 287.2 302.3
859.8 1444 14.1 9.7 288.8 300.0 828.2 1766 13.1 5.8 287.1 302.3
856.5 1478 13.8 9.5 288.4 300.0 825.1 1797 12.6 6.7 286.7 302.0
853.3 1512 13.9 8.2 288.3 300.5 822.0 1828 12.7 5.7 286.6 302.5
85°.2 1556 14.0 7.1 288.2 3°1.0 818.9 1859 12.4 6.3 286.5 302.5
846.9 1580 13.9 7.3 288.2 3°1.2 815.9 1890 12.0 7.1 286.2 302.5
March 25, 1953. 1115 LST. Sounding in cloudy area.
Wind 890, 10 m/sec. Location: 2 miles north of Anegada.
p h T w T* e p h T w T* e
(mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1016.5 15 23.0 13.7 298.4 294.6 912.9 915 15.6 II.O 29°.5 296.3
1OLt.6 31 22.5 13.9 298.0 294.2 909.6 946 15.5 10.9 290.4 296.4
1011.0 61 22.3 14.0 297.8 294.1 906.2 976 15.3 10.8 290.2 296.8
1007.3 92 21.9 13.5 297.3 294.3 902.9 1007 15.2 10.6 29°.0 296.7
1003.6 122 21.6 13.4 297.0 294.3 899.6 1037 14.9 10.8 289.8 296.8
1000.0 153 21.4 13.3 296.7 294.4 847.6 1525 12.5 9.3 287.1 299.6
996.5 183 21.2 13.3 296.5 294.5 844.3 1556 12.2 8.9 286.7 299.6
992.8 214 20.8 13.1 296.1 294.4 841.4 1586 12.1 9.0 286.6 299.8
989.2 244 20.4 13.0 295.7 294.3 838.2 1617 11.9 9.2 286.5 299.9
985- 275 20.3 12.8 295.6 294.5 835.1 1647 11.7 8.8 286.2 300.0
982.1 3°5 20.2 13.0 295.5 294.8 832.0 1678 11.7 8.3 286.1 300.5
978.6 336 19.8 12.7 295.0 294.8 828.9 1708 11.4 8.9 285.9 3°0.3
975.0 366 19.6 12.6 294.8 294.7 826.0 1739 11.O 8.8 285.5 300.4
971.5 397 19.4 12.6 294.6 294.7 822.7 1769 ii.6 8.1 286.0 301.2
968.0 427 19.0 12.6 294.2 294.9 819.6 1800 II.I 7.8 285.4 3°1.0
964.5 458 19.0 12.3 294.2 295.1 816.6 1830 11.0 7.6 285.3 301. i
961.O 488 18.6 12.4 293.8 295.0 810.4 1891 10.8 7.4 285.1 301.8
957.5 519 18.3 12.6 293.5 295.0 807.4 1922 10.6 7.3 284.9 3°1.9
954.0 549 18.2 12.6 293.4 295.2 8°4.3 1952 10.6 7.3 284.9 3°2.1
95°.5 580 18.0 12.1 293.1 295.2 801.3 1983 10.6 7.3 284.9 3°2'4
947.0 610 17.7 11.8 292.8 295.2 798.3 2013 10.8 7.4 285.1 302.9
943.4 641 17.5 11.6 292.5 295.4 795.3 2°44 10.6 7.6 284.9 3°3.0
936.7 7°2 17.1 II.4 292.1 295.6 792.2 2°74 10.0 7.8 284.3 302.8
933.2 732 17.0 11.0 291.9 295.8 789.3 2105 10.3 4.9 284.1 3°3.4
929.8 763 16.7 II.2 291.7 295.8 787.8 2120 10.4 5.3 284.3 303.6
926,4 793 16.3 11.5 291.3 295.8 786.3 2135 10.3 5.5 284.2 303.6
923.0 824 16.0 11.4 291.0 295.7 783.6 2166 10.0 5.4 283.9 303.6
919.7 854 15.9 II.3 290.9 295.9 782.1 2181 9.9 6.1 284.0 303.6
916.2 885 15.7 11.0 290.6 296.2 780.7 2196 9.7 6.3 283.8 303.6
March 30, 1953. 1112 LST. Sounding in clear area near edge of cloudy area.
High cirrus present. Wind 1100, 5 m/sec. Location: 12 miles east-southeast of Anegada.
p h T w T* e p h T w T* e
(mb) (m) (0C) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (mb) (m) (0C) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1012.9 34 25.2 16.6 301.2 297.1 928.1 795 19.2 13.1 294.5 298.8
1009.3 66 24.9 16.8 300.9 297.2 924.7 825 19.2 12.6 294.4 298.9
1005.6 96 24.4 17.0 300.4 297.2 921.3 857 18.9 12.5 294.1 299,0
1001.9 129 24.2 16.7 300.2 297.1 914.5 920 18.5 12.3 293.6 299.1
998.3 160 24.0 16.6 299.9 297.2 911.2 95° 18.5 12.3 293.6 299.6
994.8 192 23.6 16.8 299.6 297.0 907.9 980 18. i 12.4 293.3 299.3
991.1 224 23.2 16.5 299.1 297.0 904.5 1010 17.8 12.5 293.0 299.3
987.5 256 23.0 16.4 298.9 297.2 9°1.2 1°40 17.5 12.2 292.6 299.3
984.0 288 22.8 16.0 298.6 297.3 897.9 1072 17.3 12.3 292.4 299.5
980.4 320 22.5 16. i 298.4 297.4 894.5 JI04 17.1 12.4 292.3 299.6
976.7 351 22.3 15.9 298.1 297.4 89 i. i JI36 17.0 12.2 292.1 300.1
973.3 382 21.9 16.0 297.7 297.3 887.9 JI68 16.9 11.6 291.9 300.1
969.8 413 21.7 15.5 297.4 297.4 884.7 1200 16.7 II.5 291.7 300.3
966.3 444 21.5 15.1 297.2 297.4 881. 1232 16.1 11.4 -291. i 300.1
962.8 475 21.2 15.1 296.9 297.4 878.3 1260 16.1 11.5 291.1 3°0.4
955.8 540 20.7 15.0 296.4 297.7 871.6 1325 158 11.6 290.8 300.7
952.3 570 20.4 14.2 295.9 297.6 868.4 1355 15.3 11.8 290.4 300.5
948.8 600 20.1 14.4 295.6 297.6 865.1 1386 15.0 11.5 290.0 300.5
945.3 633 20.0 14.2 295.5 298.0 861.9 1417 15.0 11.4 290.0 300.8
941.9 666 19.8 13.9 295.2 298.1 858.8 1448 14.8 11.5 289.8 300.9
938.4 699 19.6 14.0 295.1 298.0 855.5 1479 14:6 11.4 289.6 3°1.0
935.0 732 19.3 13.4 294.7 298.2 852.3 1510 14.6 II.I 289.5 3°1.2
931.5 765 19.2 13.4 294.6 298.2 845.9 1561 14.4 10.8 289.3 301.7
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April i, 1953. 1045 LST. Sounding in clear area near cloudy area.
Some cirrus pres en t. Wind 1460,4 mjsec. Location: 10 miles east of Anegada.
p h T w T* e p h T w T* e
(mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1014.8 15 24.9 15.6 300.7 296.7 928.1 788 18.5 11.9 293.6 297.9
1012.9 3° 24.6 15.4 3°0.4 296.6 924.7 819 18.4 12.1 293.5 298.1
1009.3 65 25.0 15.3 300.7 297.2 921.3 850 18.0 12.1 293.1 298.1
1005.6 97 24.3 15.4 300.1 297.0 918.0 880 17.8 12.1 292.9 298.2
1001.9 128 24.1 15.2 299.8 297.1 914.5 913 17.8 11.5 292.8 298.5
998.3 160 23.7 15.3 299.4 296.9 9II.2 944 17.9 ii.i 292.8 298.9
994.8 192 23.5 15.4 299.3 297.0 9°4.5 10°4 17.4 10.9 292.3 299.0
99 i. i 224 23.2 15.5 299.0 297.1 901.2 1034 17.2 10.8 292.1 299.1
987.5 256 22.9 15.0 298.6 297.1 897.9 1064 17.1 10.6 292.0 299.4
984.0 288 22.7 15.5 298.5 297.2 894.5 1095 16.6 10.7 291.5 299.2
980.4 320 22.2 15. I 297.9 297.0 878.3 1255 16.0 8.4 290.5 300.2
976.9 350 21.9 14.2 297.4 297.0 874.9 1287 15.8 8.4 290.3 300.4
973.3 382 21.6 14.3 297.1 297.0 871.6 1319 15.7 8.5 290.2 300.4962.8 475 20.6 13.0 295.9 297.1 868.4 1351 15.2 8.4 289.7 300.4959.3 506 20.4 12.7 295.6 296.9 865.1 1383 15.1 7.9 289.5 300.6955.8 537 20.2 12.7 295.4 297.2
952.3 568 20.2 12.6 295.4 297.4 861.9 1415 15.0 7.7 289.3 300.8
948.8 599 19.7 12.7 294.9 297.3 858.8 1444 15.0 7.5 289.3 301. i
945.3 630 19.5 12.5 294.7 297.4 855.5 1473 14.9 6.9 289.1 301.3
938.4 695 19.1 12.7 294.3 297.8 852.3 1500 14.7 6.8 288.9 3°1.3
935.0 726 18.5 12.5 293.7 297.4 849.2 1525 14.6 6.5 288.7 301.5
931.5 757 18.6 11.9 293.7 297.6 845.9 1550 14.6 6.3 288.7 3°2.0
April 2, 1953. 1445 LST. Sounding in clear area north of small cloudy area. Some cirrus present.
Wind 1200,4 mjsec. Location: 5 miles east of Anegada.
p h T w T* e p h T w T* e
(mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1011.2 35 25.3 14.9 3°1.0 297.2 860.2 1420 15.1 8.8 289.6 3°1.0
1007.6 62 25.2 14.3 300.9 297.3 857.1 1456 15.1 7.5 289.4 3°1.5
1003.9 95 24.9 14.7 300.5 297.7 853.8 1485 15.2 7.3 289.5 3°1.7
1000.2 13° 24.4 14.6 300.0 297.4 8';0.6 1520 15.2 8.3 289.7 3°2.2
996.6 155 24.3 14.8 3°0.0 297.6 847.5 1553 14.9 8.6 289.4 302.2
989.4 218 23.5 14.6 299.1 297.4 844.2 1588 14.5 9.0 289.1 301.9
985.8 254 23.1 14.5 298.7 297.4 838.0 1650 14.2 9.3 288.8 3°2.5
982.3 290 22.9 14.7 298.5 297.4 834.8 1680 146 5.2 288.5 3°3.0
978.7 320 22.4 14.4 298.0 297.2 831. 1713 14.7 4.9 288.6 303.5
975.2 350 22.1 14.5 297.7 297.3 828.6 1745 14.5 4.5 288.3 303.6
971.6 380 21.6 14.3 297.1 296.9 825.5 1780 14.2 3.9 287.9 303.6
968.1 418 21.4 14.3 296.9 297.1 822.4 1810 14.0 3.7 287.9 303.7
964.6 445 21.1 14.5 296.7 297.1 819.3 1840 13.8 3.6 287.4 303.8
961.1 480 20.9 14.2 296.4 297.3 813.2 19°0 12.7 7.6 287.0 3°3.3
957.6 507 20.5 14.5 296.1 297.2 .840.9 1622 14.1 9.8 288.9 3°1.9
954.1 544 20.4 14.3 295.9 297.5 838.0 1650 14.1 9.6 288.7 302.4
950.6 570 20.0 14.1 295.5 297.3 834.8 1680 14.2 8.9 288.7 302.8
943.6 632 19.9 12.6 295.1 298.0 831.7 1713 14.0 8.6 288.5 303.0
94°.2 668 19.9 II.4 294.9 298.3 828.6 1745 13.8 8.4 288.3 303.0
936.7 700 19.8 II.O 294.7 298.7 825.5 1780 13.6 8.3 288.0 303.0
933.3 735 19.6 10.9 294.5 298.7 822.4 1810 13.5 7.8 287.9 303.2
929.8 760 19.3 10.7 294.2 298.7 818.3 1840 13.5 6.6 287.6 3°3.5
926.4 795 19.0 10.8 293.9 298.8 816.2 1870 13.5 6.0 287.5 3°3.9
923.0 825 18.9 10.2 293.7 298.7 813.2 1900 13.0 7.2 287.1. 303.6
919.6 855 18.9 9.6 293.6 299.1 807.0 1968 12.7 7.4 287.0 303.9
916.3 890 18.9 9.4 293.6 299.6 804.0 2000 11.8 7.5 286.1 303.3
912.8 915 18.8 9.3 293.4 299.6 800.9 2033 11.9 6.4 286.0 303.7
9°9.5 955 18.8 9.4 293.5 299.9 797.9 2065 11.6 6.7 285.7 3°3.7
906.2 985 18.3 9.6 293.0 299.7 794.9 2098 11.6 6.6 285.7 304.0
902.8 1015 182 9.2 292.8 299.7 791.9 2130 11.5 5.6 285.5 304.3
899.5 1042 17.9 9.9 292.6 299.9 788.8 2162 11.5 5.8 285.5 304.5896.2 1075 17.9 9.2 292.5 300.4 785.9 2194 11.2 5.6 285.2 304-7892.8 ii05 17.6 9.2 292.3 300.3 782.9 2226 11.2 5.0 285.1 3°5.0889.4 II 40 17.3 9.2 291.9 300.5 780.1 2258 11.0 4.4 284.8 3°5.1886.2 117° 17.2 9.1 291.8 300.8 7773 2290 11.0 3.9 284.8 305.4883.0 1200 17.0 9.4 291.7 300.9 2318 284.6 305.3879.7 1230 16.7 9.5 291,4 300.9 774.5 10.7 4.0
876.6 1260 16.4 9.5 29 i. i 300.8 771.6 2339 10.5 3.9 284.4 305.4
873.2 1295 16.3 9.7 290.0 301.0 768.7 2360 10.3 4.3 284.2 3°5.5
869.9 1325 16.2 9.4 290.8 301.2 765.7 2388 10.3 3.7 283.9 306.0
866.7 1355 15.6 9.3 290.2 301.0 760.0 2437 9.7 3.5 283.3 306.0
863.4 1390 15.5 8.8 290.0 30 i. i 754.0 2483 9.2 3.7 282.8 306.0
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April 4, 1953. 1150 LST. Sounding in clear area. No clouds except over islands.
Wind 1400, 6 mjsec. Location: 5 miles east of Anegada.
p h T w T* 8 P h T w T* 8
(mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
I014.4 23 26.2 15.0 301.9 298.0 904.8 1014 18.2 9.6 292.9 299.8
1009.6 65 25.4 J46 3°1.0 297.6 898.2 1075 17.5 9.9 292.2 299.6
1005.9 100 25.0 14.4 300.6 2976 894.8 II 07 17.4 9.9 292.1 299.9
1002.2 13° 24.6 14.1 300.1 2975 891.4 1140 17.0 10.1 291.8 299.9
998.6 163 24.3 14.3 299.9 297.5 888.2 II 70 16.8 9.9 291.5 300.1
995.1 195 24.1 14.3 299.7 297.6 885.0 1202 16.7 9.2 291.3 300.3
991.4 228 23.8 14.4 299.4 297.6 868.7 1360 15.2 9.1 289.8 300.2
987.8 259 23.4 14.6 299.0 297.7 865.4 1390 14.8 10.1 289.6 3°0.2
984.3 290 23.0 14.4 298.6 297.6 862.2 1423 J46 10.2 289.4 3°0.4
980.7 322 22.7 14.2 298.2 297.5 859.1 1457 14.6 10.2 289.4 300.8
977.2 354 22.6 14.1 298.1 297.6 855.8 1490 14.6 8.1 289.0 3°1.0
973.6 385 22.2 14.3 297.7 297.7 852.6 1523 14.2 8.5 288.7 300.8
970.1 417 22.0 14.2 297.5 297.7 849.5 1556 14.1 8.3 288.6 301. i
966.6 449 21.9 14.0 297.4 297.8 846.2 1580 13.9 7.5 288.2 3°1.3
963.1 479 21.5 14.3 297.0 297.6 842.9 1615 13.9 7.3 288.2 301.4
959.6 5II 21.2 14.1 296.7 2976 84°.0 1642 13.7 7.3 288.0 301.5
956.0 543 21.0 14.0 296.5 298.0 836.8 1674 13.6 7.3 287.9 301.8
952.6 575 20.8 13.8 296.1 297.8 827.5 1767 13.3 6.7 287.4 302.6
949.1 607 20.4 14.1 295.9 298.0 824.4 1799 13.4 5.5 287.4 302.9
945.6 639 20.0 14.1 295.5 298.0 821.3 1830 13.6 5.3 287.5 303.4
942.2 669 19.8 13.7 295.2 298.1 818.2 1860 13.6 5.7 287.6 303.6
938.7 699 19.8 13.8 295.2 298.3 815.2 1890 13.6 5.8 287.6 304.0935.3 729 19.8 12.2 295.0 298.7 813.6 1907 13.6 6.4 287.7 3°4.2931.8 759 19.7 11.6 294.7 298.7 812.1 1920 13.8 5.7 287.8 304.8928.4 79° 19.6 10.4 294.4 299.0
925.0 822 19.4 10.2 294.2 299.2 809.0 1945 14.0 4.9 287.9 3°4.9
921.6 854 18.9 10.8 293.8 298.9 806.0 1972 13.9 4.7 287.7 305.3
918.3 886 18.9 10.1 293.7 299.2 802.9 1999 13.6 4.8 287.4 3°5.2
914.8 918 18.7 10.1 293.5 299.4 801.4 2009 13.7 5.0 287.6 305.5
911.5 950 18.8 9.6 293.5 299.6 799.9 2021 13.7 4.8 287.5 3°5.9
908.2 980 18.5 9.7 293.2 299.7 796.9 2°47 13.7 4.4 287.5 306.0
April 5, 1953. 1300 LST. Sounding in clear area. No cumulus present except over islands.
Middle clouds 8 j 10. Wind 1400,7.5 mjsec. Location: 10 miles east of Anegada.
p h T w T* 8 P h T w T* 8
(mb) (m) (0e) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (mb) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
999.8 130 23.8 14.6 299.4 296.9 822.0 1800 13.9 3.8 287.6 303.7
996.2 160 23.4 14.3 298.9 297.0 818.9 1830 13.9 3.9 287.6 3°4.0
992.7 19° 23.4 13.4 298.8 297.2 815.8 1860 13.8 3.8 287.5 304.2
989.0 225 23.3 13.2 298.6 297.3 812.8 1890 13.7 3.8 287.4 304.3
985.4 257 23.1 13.6 298.5 297.5 806.6 1950 13.1 +3 286.8 3°4.3
981.9 29° 22.8 13.7 298.2 2975 803.6 1990 12.7 4.0 286.4 304.3
978.3 320 22.4 13.4 297.8 297.6 800.5 2020 12.7 3.9 286.4 304.7
964.2 446 21.7 12.9 297.0 297.8 797.5 2060 12.5 4.0 286.2 304.7
960.7 476 21.6 11.7 296.7 297.9 794.5 2092 12.2 3.9 285.9 304.7 "
953.7 54° 21.1 11.8 296.2 298.0 791.5 2124 11.9 4.1 285.6 304.9 ~o.
950.2 570 20.6 11.8 295.7 297.8 788.4 2156 11.7 4.2 285.4 3°5.0 ío
946.7 600 20.5 11.9 295.6 298.0 785.5 2188 11.7 4.0 285.3 305.1 ,
943.2 630 19.9 12.6 295.1 297.9 782.5 2220 11.3 3.9 285.0 305.2 J,
936.3 695 19.7 11.8 294.8 298.5 776.9 2.284 IO.4 4.7 284.2 305.0
932.9 730 19.5 11.7 294.5 298.4 774.1 2316 10.0 5.3 283.9 304.8
929.4 765 19.3 11.7 294.3 298.6 768.3 2380 9.4 5.8 283.4 304.7
926.0 795 19.0 11.8 294.1 298.8 765.3 2410 8.9 5.8 282.9 304.6
919.2 855 18.6 12.0 293.7 298.8 759.6 2470 9.0 6.1 283.0 305.1
915.9 885 18.4 11.9 293.5 299.0 756.6 2500 9.4 306.0
9°9.1 950 17.8 11.8 292.9 299.0 753.6 2530 9.3 306.2
905.8 980 17.6 11.7 292.6 299.0 750.6 2565 9.6 9.5 284.2 3°7.1
9°2.4 1010 17.5 11.9 292.6 299.3 744.9 2625 9.7 8.9 284.2 307.9
899.1 1040 17.1 11.6 292.1 299.2 742.1 2660 9.5 9.0 284.0 308.0
895.8 107° 16.8 11.6 29 i. 8 299.3 736.5 2720 9. I 9.1 283.7 308.1
885.8 II 70 16.1 11.3 291.1 299.6 733.7 2748 9.0 9.2 283.6 308.3
879.3 1240 15.6 10.3 290.4 299.8 73°.9 2776 9.1 8.6 283.6 308.8
876.2 1270 15.3 10.5 29°.~ 299.9 728.1 2804 9.3 8.4 283.7 309.3872.8 1292 15.2 10.0 290.0 300.0 722.6 2860 8.5 8.5 283.0 3°9.2866.3 1356 14.4 9.6 289.1 300.0 717.1 2940 8.7 5.6 282.7 .310.2863.0 1388 14.7 8.9 289.1 300.4 714.4 2972 8.5 5.2 282-4 310.4859.8 1430 14.7 7.7 289.0 300.7 708.9 3036 8.3 4.7 ,282.1 310.5853.4 1490 14.5 7.1 288.7 301.2 706.2 3068 8.1 2.9 281.6 310.9850.2 1520 14.6 6.5 288.7 301.6
847.1 1550 14.6 5.7 288.6 301.8 7°3.5 3100 8.0 2.5 281.4 3 i 1.0
843.8 1580 14.5 5.6 288.5 302.1 700.8 3130 7.8 1.9 28 i. i 311.2
837.6 1640 13.8 5.5 287.7 301.9 698.0 3162 7.7 1.1 280.9
828.2 1740 13.9 5.1 287.8 303.2 689.9 3230 7.1 i. I 280.3
825.1 1770 13.9 4.1 287.6 303.4 687.1 3252 6.8 1.2 280.0
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April 7, 1953. 0950 LST. Sounding in cloudy area.
Wind 960, 5.5 m/sec. Location: 20 miles north of Anegada.
p h T w T* e p h T w T* e
(rob) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA) (rob) (m) (OC) (gm/kgm) (OA) (OA)
1013.1 12 24.9 15.2 300.6 296.8 919.6 853 18.7 10.6 293.5 298.9
1011.2 28 24.7 14.6 300.3 296.7 916.3 885 18.6 10.9 293.5 299.1
1007.6 66 24.9 14.6 300.5 297.1 912.8 915 18.1 11.2 293.1 298.91003.9 95 24.1 14.6 299.7 296.7 909.5 945 18.1 11.1 293.0 299.1100.2 130 24.0 14.4 299.6 297.0 906.2 978 176 11.5 292.6 299.2
996.6 156 23.5 14.4 299.1 296.7 902.8 1010 17.7 10.9 292.6 299.5
993.0 193 23.3 14.2 298.8 297.0 899.5 104° 17.8 10.7 292.7 299.9
989.4 229 23.1 14.1 298.6 297.0 896.2 1071 17.2 10.4 292.0 299.6
985.8 255 22.8 14.2 298.3 297.0 892.8 II 00 17.0 10.3 291.8 299.7
982.3 290 22.4 14.3 297.9 297.1 886.2 1170 16.9 9.4 291.5 300.3
978.7 318 21.8 14.0 297.3 296.8 879.7 1230 16.6 9.3 291.2 300.8
975.2 353 21.8 14.1 297.3 297.1 876.6 1262 16.2 9.3 290.8 300.5
971.6 385 21.6 14.0 297.1 297.0 873.2 1292 16.0 8.9 290.5 300.6
968.1 418 21.2 14.1 296.7 297.1 869.9 1323 15.9 8.9 290.4 3°1.0
964.6 447 20.9 14.1 296.4 297.0 866.7 1355 15.7 8.2 290.1 300.9
961.1 478 20.6 13.9 296.0 297.1 863.4 1387 15.6 8.3 290.1 3°1.2957.6 510 20.2 14.1 295.7 297.0 860.2 1420 15.6 7.8 290.0 301.5954.1 541 20.3 13.6 295.7 297.3 857.1 1453 15.3 7.4 289.6 301.5950.6 574 19.8 13.6 295.2 297.2 853.8 1479 15.3 6.5 289.4 301.8947.1 601 19.7 13.2 295.0 297.3
940.2 665 19.0 13.6 294.2 297.5 850.6 15°5 15.3 5.4 289.2 3°2.1
936.7 698 19.2 12.4 294.4 297.6 847.5 1531 15.3 4.4 289.1 3°2.4
933.3 729 18.9 12.2 294.1 297.7 844.2 1560 14.9 4.2 288.6 3°2.7
929.8 760 18.7 11.8 293.8 297.8 840.9 159° 14.6 4.1 288.3 302.6
926.4 793 18.5 11.6 293.5 298.1 831. 1666 14.5 6.6 288.6 303.3
923.0 823 18.7 10.8 293.6 298.5 828.6 1696 14.4 6.6 288.5 304.4
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